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Introduction and Sure ary

The Women in Science sub-program has existed within the Student-
Oriented Programs of the Science Education Directorate since..

FY 1976. Prior to FY 1976, the Directorate has supported a/-
small number of experimental projects intended to increase the

participation of women in science careers, one of which - at

Rosemont College became the model for the Career Facilitation

Project now being suppo-ted. However, this is the first formal

attempt by the Directorate to profTam for women.

The Program Manager for Women in Science, M. Joan Callanan, re-
quested assistance from the Office of Program Integration in
obtaining evaluation information regarding the Women in Science
Program, and in particular the Career Facilitation Projects
component, which represented a substantial proportion of the

Women in Science funds awarded during FY 1976 and FY 1977. OPI

recommended including the Career Facilitation projects in a

program evaluation solicitation (SE 77-70) issued in June 1977,

and conducting a study using internal staff and consultants.
Both recommendations were accepted. The former study will address

the need for the program, the number of eligible women, and

alternative program structures that minht be employed. This study

is expected to begin by summer, 1978, and take approximately one year

to complete. The study done by staff plus external consultants
was intended,through on-site visits, to provide information on

the functioning of the initial projects to determine whether

alterations in the Program Guidelines should be recommended.
The series of on-sites was to be a more rapid, informal and in-

expensive assessment, recognizing that the projects could not

reach any reasonable degree of maturity in the year er less that

had passed since their initiation. This report summarizes the

findings from the on-site study.

Based on the individual on-site repo.-ts, the following findings

and conclusions are noted.

1. On the positive side.

The projects ore very weli-run this will he a good

test of the Career Facilitation Worlshops conce-A Most of

the Project Director,, are cGoable administrators and dynamic

leaders.

Participants are extremely, enttnsicr,tic about the -?/perience.

Faculty members are pleased with the prrtwrrdhue of tne nrciect

participants.



Early indications are that the participants have acquired use-
ful knowledge and most will find jobs or enter graduate school
at the conclusion of their project.

2. On the negative side.

Many projects failed to attract the number of participants desired,
several markedly so.

Few of the projects funded in 1976 would continue without
additional external support.

Most projects attempted to include too much material for the
time available.

The approaches adopted are heavily academic, with limited job
skill emphasis in most proiects.

Evaluation procedures seldom yielded relevant, objective informa-
tion regarding student performance.

3. Regarding Directorate organization, a concern was raised
about treating the Career Facilitation Projects as a block
program when the funds available argue this must be a research,
development and dissenination effort.

44 Other comments and observations noted are:

Lo:_ation of projects is critical if they are to obtain
adequate numbers of participants.

The issue of participant support is likely to continue to be
a problem.

Participants in proiects of this duration cannot be expected
to achieve the equivalent of a bachelors degree in a specific
science area unless they already have a degree in that area.

It is unclear whether academic departments can or will respond
to job skill needs of participants.

There needs to be better information about the potential pool
of women eligible for and interested in projects of this
nature. These projects may have set unrealistically high en-
trance requirements on the assumption that there is a large
number of academically well-prepared women who would wish to
participate.

Altnouqh they have not been adequately recruited, one likely
group of potential p3r11(ipdnt!-, nre-col leoe science teachers.
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Another group that is very much in evidence in the projects
is foreign-born women, usually with degrees from foreign

institutions.

The job readiness and career development componen,.s of pro-
jects may be a critical area for further investigation.

Although almost all participants appreciated the support of
the group in the project, there is not enough evidence to
judge whether projects need to be organized as 'self-contained

entities.

As a means of highlighting differences in the projects and
participanys, a schema is developed. Participants are

categorized as those who are currently nat working and, (a) wish
to return gradually, or (b) wish to retuni\full-time, and (c) those

already working who wish to change jobs. Project emphases are

categorized as (a) updating previous academic backgrounds, (b) pro-
vidina a new career direction, or (c) a combination of a & b.
Implicatior.s are drawn from the cross-comparison of participants

and project emphases.

Recommendations made rep)rding the Women in Science Career
Facilitation Projects are grouped according to those relatinu
to Program Guidelines and Proposal Review Procedures, Program
Directions, and broader concerns for the Science Education

Directorate.

For Program Guidelines and Proposal Review Guidelines

require that:

Participants, activities and outcomes be clearly

specified in proposals.

Proposals clearly identify local need and Oe presence

of an adeouate pool of potential aoplicantf.

Publicity procedures be clearly related to the partici-

pants desired.

Evaluation procedures in 1p ;,po< is delineate how pre-

requisite skills dnd knowledge 'ill be determined.

Institutiooalization plans be carefully specified.

For oroord directions:

Experiment with cooperative utliv,_-rsIty. government and
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Explore whether sites other than universities might be
more appropriate for projects of this nature.

Experiment with broader entrance requirements.

Encourage broader attempts at presenting and assessing .
the impact of job searching and career development
learning activities.

For the Science Education Directorate:

Either move the Women in Science Program to the
Science Education Research and Development Division
or create research and development units within the

SPI and SERI Divisions.

Adopt the model employed in this study for all new
programs in the Directorate.

We wish to thank Charles Bertram, Lee Burks, Evelyn Brzezinski
and Alma Lantz for their assistance in this study. Their

insights have been most helpful, and their evaluation efforts

of highest quality. And a special note of thanks to Joan
Callanan for her sustained interest and assistance in all

phases of this study. Discussions with her after each on-

site helped as to crystallize our views about the projects
as well as the nature of this study.

Overview

The Women in Science Program was initiated in FY 76 to develop
and test methods to attract women to and retain them in

science r,ireers. Two components of this program were begun

at that time - Science Career Workshops and Science Career

Facilitation Projects. The Workshops are one- or two-day
efforts intended to acquaint college women with a variety

of careers in the sciences. The Facilitation Projects are
aimed at women who already hold a degree in science who are
currently either out of the s_ientific work force or are under-

employed. A third component was added to the Women in Science

program in 1977 called the Visiting Women Scientists Program.

It will provide for recognized women scientists to make pre-
sentations to secondary school students and to serve as role

models for those young women who might consider a science career.

This investigation deals only with the Career Facilitation Pro-

jects component of Women in Science. These projects are modeled

on an experimental project at Rosemont College which was pre-

viously funded by NSF. The Rosemont project, which is still

operating, represented a relatively short but intensive pro-
gram of review and skill building; while problems were noted with this

approach, it held the promise of having sionificant impact on the

return of women to science careers. Given the belief that there

are substantial numbers of women with earned degrees in the
sciences wIlo are not pursuing science as a career, there is
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reason to pursue this as a prime area for ;Jtervention by the

federal government.

The Career Facilitation Projects are targeted on those women who

are from two or more years beyond their last science degree.
As in the Rosemont project, no stipend is provided to the par-
ticipants, but the project is to be offered without a tuition

charge. No content specifications are mandated, and the
length of the project can be up to two years with up to twelve

months for the educational component. Eleven projects were

funded in 1976 and another 10 were funded in 1977; approximately
$700,000 was expended for these projects in each of these years.
No opportunity was provided for renewal in either of these years.

There was considerable variation in content, size, duration,
and intensity among the 11 projects funded in 1976, as detailed

in the individual project descriptions. Despite this, there

was a good deal similarity in the approaches adopted by the

projects. Each tended to treat the participants as a'self=
contained group for at least part of the project. The in-

struction consisted of review and new materials delivered
through traditional lecture format, which was often supplemented

with individualized materials and laboratory exper'-mces. In

addition, there was often a periodic seminar with itent experts

as speakers, and sessions to discuss common problems encountered

in returning to school and techniques for finding jobs. While

many of the participating women took additional coursework in

addition to the project, they tended to identify themselves

as part of the "WIS" group and had the majority of their inter-

actions with that group.

The purpose of this study was to take an initial look at the

progress of the Career Facilitation Projects with the intent

to alter Program Guidelines and procedures if changes appeared

desirable. It was recognized from the outset that there was

limited opportunity to collect impact information as most of

the 1976 projects were not completed, and the 1977 projects

would have barely started. Therefore, the emphasis was

primarily on the process of the activities, supplemented by

what impact information could he gathered or surmised at the

time of the study. Primarily we were looking for commonalities

across the projects that ceemed to lead to successful or un-

successful operations in order to provide d basis to advise the

future projects. We were also interested in collecting informa-

tion about the individual projects that could be useful in

the external program evaluation now being designed and in

the preparation and review of proposals for projects submitted

in FY 1978.
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Significant changes have already occurred in the 1978 Guide-
lines for submission of proposals, some of which were influenced
by preliminary inforMation from this study. For example, in 1978,

there will be provision for some participant support, as it was
found that undue hardship was occurring in some cases when no
funds could be used for this purpose. Also, the 1978 com-
petition is open to 1976 grantees only, as it was felt that
enough examples had been initiated in 1976 and 1977 while the
most pressing questions had to do with continuation and institu-
tional commitment, issues better explored in existing projects.

From the outset, limitations must be declared for thi., study.
It is not and it was not intended to be a careful, experimental
study. It is, to the contrary, a rapid and somewhat sub-
jective look at what is occurring with these projects. Thus

the findings are suggestive rather than conclusive. We saw this

as an opportunity to draw early impressions of the program, and
probably to encourage more concern for evaluation in the projects
by our presence. Another difficulty was the time and resour:es

available that made it impossible for the evaluators involved
to meet together as a group to develop the on-site protocol
and standardize approaches among themselves. Also, the on-sites
were necessarily very-brief, and therefore subject to all of the
dangers inherent in viewing a very limited segment of each of
these project's activities. Nor did the timing for site visits

always optimally match the project activities; some projects
were visited too early, others too late.

Most importantly, the Career Facilitation Projects are not
planned variation experiments. They are a diverse set of

projects around a common theme of attempting to provide
educational and job-related experiences to women who hope to
return to or improve their position in a science career. There

are und.ibtedly other project approaches that might be used, and

signifirait variables that have not been illuminated in these

projects. These deficiencies can be alleviated only by additional

projects and additional studies.

Methodology

Planning or the study began in the spring of 1977. It was clear

that on-site visits were called for as most of the projects had
generated very little written information at that time and few

outcomes could be provided. Thus what was to be learned had

to be viewed first-hand. It was also clear that a common set
of questions could not be asked of all of the projects, due to
the variation in content as well as the different stages of
maturity that they presented. Finally, a previous evaluation

of NSF experimental Women's projects had found that it was of

1 I1
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considerable value to have at least two evaluators on each on-

site team.

iven these restrictions, it was decided that only the projects

funded in 1976 would be to the point of maturity to make an on-

site visit worthwhile. It was also recognized that, in order to

have any impact on the 1978 guidelines, some of the information
would need to be available early in the summer of 1977. However,

a review of activities scheduled for the 1976 projects revealed

that a number could not be visited until late summer or early

fall (one did not even begin until September ). Thus a schedule

of on-sites needed to be developed that would run throughout the

summer months and into the early fall.

It was also apparent that the Foundation's staff could not under-

take the study by itself for two reasons. First, there was

simply not the personnel available to provide two evaluators

to each site. Setond, a study conducted strictly internally
would raise questions of self-serving findings and credibility.
It was felt that it would be better to include external evalua-

tors, both to provide a view outside the Flundation, and to bring
experience and strengths to the study not available on the NSF staff.

The procedure adopted was to enlist the aid of four external

evaluators, in addition to Katzenmeyer and Lawrenz from the
Office of Program Integration and the Women in Science Program

Manager, M. Joan Callanan. The external evaluators selected

were chosen, for backgrounds in a combination of women's studies,

science education, career education, and general evaluation

experience. Those selected were Charles Bertram, Appalachia
Educational Laboratory; Evelyn Brzezinski, Michigan Department

of Education; Lee Burks, Georgia Institute of Technology, and

Alma Lantz, Denver Research Institute.

As a means of introducing the study to the projects involved and

to incorporate their suggestions, it was discussed at the Career

Facilitation Project Directors' Meeting on May 20th. Since the

possibility of external evaluation had been included in the

Program Guidelines, there were no problems encountered.

The schedule of site visits was drawn up by Lawrent. The first

two were to be conducted by NSF staff, as these could be held at

institutions in the immediate D.C. area and provide the opportunity

for on-site protocol development and try out. After this, each

on-site would consist of one NSF staff member and one external

evaluator. Each external evaluator would make two site visits.

Lawrenz and Katzenmeyer developed the initial on-site protocol

which they used at American University. On the basis of that
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experience the protocol was revised and then employed by the twc

'of us and Callanan at George Mason, aftt which it was again

revised. The protocol was not a rigid interview instrument,
but &re an outline for the site visit report that might be

developed. The intent was not to provide a restrictive set of
questions that should be asked at each site but to provide an
overall framework or suggestive structure in which each project

would be discussed. A copy of the final protocol is given in

the Appendix.

The balance of the on-site visits proceeded according to the
plan, with minor exceptions. The site visit to Polytechnic
Institute of New York had to be delayed for a week due to the
New York power failure the nioht before the scheduled on-site.
The Chestnut Hill on-site included two NSF staff members in
addition to an external valuator, to provide the Director for

Student-Oriented Programs, Lafe Edmunds, an opportunity to see

the project first-hand. Finally, the,Mashington State on-site

was conducted by Lawrenz and Katzennver; Lawr'enz was no longer

an NSF staff member at the time that this on-site occurred.

In generating site-visit reports, the usual pattern was to have

the report written by the external evaluator and reviewed by
the NSF staff member that had attended th'e on-site. It would

then be returned t the external evaluator for final draft,

after which it was sent to the Career Facilitation project

director for comments. In the interest of saving time, some

reports were also sent to project directors when they were

returned to the external evaluators. However, all individual

project reports have been reviewed by the other individual on

the on-site team as well as the project director.

Findinne and Conclusions

he positive findings are:

(1) Tne 1976 Career Facilitation Projects are well run, high-

quality efforts. Except for variations' caused by unavoidable
circumstances, the projects have done what they said they were

going to do. While it is too early to make a 'inal judgment
about success or non-success for any of the projects, there

is little doubt that these projects have provided an excellent

test of the concept of career facilitation. None will have

failed for not having been tr ;ed.

2) The Project Directors as a whole are capable and dedicated

leaders as well as administrators. Projects tend to be

personalized to the individual project director and the

project directors have performed extremy well. They hare

devoted much more time to the projects than they have been

compensated for, have taken personal interest in each of the

participants, and have none out of their way to make it a

worthwhile experience for each. One Project Director had
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a participant and her son move in with her when the participant

lacked the financial resources to continue without help.

Failure, if it occurs, will certainly not be due to the

lack of leadership on the part of the Project Directors.

(3) Virtually all the participants in the projects have been

enthusiastic about the experience. I. one sense, this is

predictable, as they are participating without charge. Also,

the group cohesiveness formed in most projects among the

participants has led to greater satisfaction. However,

the demands on the participants are great, sometimes almost

overwhelming. Many of them have made substantial personal

sacrifices in order to take part and they will indeed be

a critical audience. Some gave up well-paying jobs and

moved considerable distances to participate. Many had

several hours commuting to the project, often while working

full-time. Therefore, their reactions certainly attest

to the value of the experience.

(4) Faculties are also enthusiastic about the projects and the

participants. While the women in these projects tend to

be more demanding of the faculty than the typical under-

graduate or beginning graduate student, they are also willing

to work extremely hard to achieve. They are goal-oriented,

appreciate the faculties' efforts to help them reach that

goal, and make it apparent to the faculty that 'hat is the

case. Many faculty commented that their contacts with the

women in these projects are much more rewarding than those

with their other students because of the focus and motivation

to succeed.

(5) While it is early to make firm conclusions about outcomes,

it does appear that most women are gaining useful knowledge

from the projects, and most will eventually find jobs or

enter graduate school. Dropouts have occurred, but mainly

for reasons other than dissatisfaction with the projects or

uncertainty about whether the Qarticipation would lead to a

job.

The negative findings are:

(1) Participants are much more difficult to obtain than 4dS

originally envisioned. Almost all the projects experienced

some difficulty in finding applicants, a number had to lower

requirements in order to obtain enough to operate, and

several simply failed to find enough participants to be

able to practice the project in the manner intended. In a

great majority of the projects, this has created a diversity

in the applicants accepted that is far greater than hoped

for, often with nenative impacts on the instructional content

1-----`

and pace.
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In some instances, the small number of participants is
probably due to lack of adequate publicity. Many of the

projects tried the traditional means of identifying students
th pugh alumnae lists or professional society newsletters
and journals. Others tried the newspapers, both national and
local, and a lesser number utilized other media such as
television and radio. All approaches seemed to be somewhat

successful, and no one overwhelmingly so. Clearly women

who might be interested in this kind of a project are not
easy to reach, and more innovative and personalized
approaches are probably going to have to be employed in
order to increase participation. Future project directors
will need to understand both the importance and the difficulty
of the publicity for such projects. However; the lack of par-

ticipants may be indicative of a more complex problem,
particularly in light of the fact that low numbers of appli-
cants has been a common finding in other women's programs
targeted on increasing participation in science. It may be

that the pool of women either eligible or interested in
projects of this nature is not as large as some have assumed.
It may also be the case that projects will need to go beyond
publicizing the availability of the project to new techniques

for encouraging participation.

Few, if any, of the current projects have high probability
of continuation in the original form without outside money.
In part, this may have been due to the program specifica-
tions, as there was no mention of the possibility of renewal,
therefore discouraging a major motive for continuation. This

has been altered through the change in the 1978 guidelines.
However, in a number of the projects, continuation has not
been a high priority for the department or the institution.
A number have treated it like most federal grants as a

source of money to be used while it is available, and to

be forgotten when it disappears.

Recognizing the limited amount of information about
continuation now available, the follow' i interpretations

are given as hunches to be followed up in later studies.

A Career Facilitation Project is more likely to be continued

where: (a) The institution needs the students, and sees

the project as a way of recruiting them. The implication is

that the prestige universities are less likely to continue.

(b) The institution and/or department in which the project

is housed sees its role as applied. The more pure or
theoretical the host organization, the less it is going to

put into a career facilitation project. (c) The project

director is a permanent staff member of the department..
(d) The project director is highly committed to women in
science activities. (e) The project director is a woman and/or
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at least some of the other staff members are women.

Almost all of the projects attempted to achieve more than

is realistically feasible. To some extent this is J normal

learning process for any institutional offering. They will

overshoot the mark in the first attempt and will 'lcome

more realistic as the experience is repeated.

However, it appears that in some projects the heavy amount

of work reflected a lack of specification of outcomes and the

activitiec reprpcpnted a smorgasbord of possibilities - some-

thing for everyone. There is a need to clarify exactly
what group each project is intended to serve and what that

particular group is going to need. This, of course, will

make it more difficult to obtain large numbers of partici-

pants using current publicity techniques.

(4) The projects, with a few exceptions, are not heavily job-

skill oriented. They tend to be academic undertakings,

not too different from what the departments in question

usually do. It must be pointed out that some of the projects

never intended to be 'anything but an academic review activity.

Others, however, made more serious claims about the career

payoff for this experience, and several oversold what they

actually had to offer in this area. A few need to review

their publicity materials to clarify and sharpen what it is

that they are actually going to provide. This could help

preent unrealistic expectations on the part of participants.

(5) In a great proportion of the projects, the evaluation pro-

cedures for determining student outcomes are extremely

informal, (sometimes almost non-existent) or are generally

irrelevant to the specific objectives of the project. This

again could be expected in a new set of projects operating

in an as yet uncharted area and the informality is quite

appropriate fOr formative evaluation of small projects where

the Project Director is in daily contact with the participants.

But it is a mater for concern in the future, as a type of

documentation that would be useful about what students

actually are or are not learning is not likely to be

available. Further, most projects collected inadequate
baseline or entering skills information about the participants;

not knowing the strengths and weaknesses of their partici-

pants led to unproductive instructional activities at the

outset.

The following is an expression of concern about the Women in

Science Program and the Career Facilitation Project component

in particular with reference to internal NSF organization and
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and planning. The overall support for the Women in
Science program is $1M per year, of which approximately
$700,000 has been devoted to Career Facilitation Projects
in FY 76 and 77. Since the average cost per project is
about $70,000 and the average number of participants is
abut 25 - 30, there will be about 10 projects per year
reaching about 250 - 300 women.

A case can be built that since the Career Facilitation
Projects a) , aimed at improving the scientific work
force they should remain in the Science Personnel
Improvement Division. A case can also be made that this
is a, institutional program, a. the support is given to the
institutions to develop a program, and thus should be
located in the Science Education Resources Improvement
Division. However, the size of the program argues
strongly that it is unrealistic to treat it as a block
grant program similar to those already in either of these
Divisions. The only rationale that can be made for Women
in Science, and particularly the Career Facilitation Projects,
is as experimental programs trying various mechanisms to find
which are successful or unsuccessful, with the hope that
these ideas will be picked up by institutions that do not
have orants as well ,s those who do. As such, it is a

research, development and demonstration effort regardless
of where it is aMinistratively housed in the organization.
The danger is that by locating the program in Divisions
committed to block programs, it will also be seen as a
block program, both by NSF decision makers and potential
grantees, and that is nonsensical given the size of the

budget_

Comments and Observations

The followino comments and observations are not intended as either
positive or negative statements about the Career Facilitation
Projects, but do relate to future functioning of the program

as a whole.

(1) Location of projects is clearly a critical variable. To

be successful the project must he located in an area where
there is a substantial number of women with science training,

and a large number of potential employers. There were
exceptions; some women traveled to projects from great

distances. However, most participants are going to be from
t:se immediate area of the project, and it is essential that
that area be able to provide the necessary participants if
the project is to he successful. The implication is that

most of the i-areer Facilitation Floiects should be located
in urban areas.
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(2) The issue of support for participants cannot be ignored.

The new guidelines permitting some participant stipends will

be helpful, but certainly will not address the whole issue.

If participant support is minimal, the program will be

vulnerable to the criticism that it is providing experiences

for those who economically need it least. This is particular-

ly the case with women who are under-employed; often they have

no other source of income and cannot alter their situation

without some assistance. While it is totally unrealistic

to consider full participant support within the current

budgetary framework, it might be possible to explore means

by which industry and government (Federal, State, and

municipal) would cooperate in the support, if the total burden

was not placed on these potential employers and if the pay-

off for them was made very clear. This would probably require

having industry and government as full partners in the planning

and in the execution of the projects. Such an approach would

have additional potential benefits for job placement and

specification of job skills needed.

(3)

01)

Experience with the first set of projects indicates that

it is unrealistic to expect that an experience of this

duration can create the equivalent of an undergraduate degree

in science or engineering, unless the participant already

ha- that degree. In other words, a physics project can ex-

pect to have outcomes equivalent to a undergraduate physics

degree only with those participants that already have an under-

graduate physics degree and are essentially reviewing; for

those with chemistry or matnematics major, they will not have

the equivalent of a physics major. But they will have a

special type of inter-disciplinary science training thatis

probably equivalent to a bachelor's degree, if such a degree

existed.

To achieve the equivalent of a specific undergraduate degree

should be seen as a goal rather than an objective of this

program, unless it is to be limited to projects that pro-

v'ide far review and updating for women only within their

field. Jn our opinion, the latter would be unfortunate, as

many of the participants wished to change their scientific

discipline. Further, the number obtaining jobs on the basis

of having participated in these projects suggests that employers

are willing to recoanize the value of this effort. For women

wishing to return to a scientific position or the prepare

for a more rewarding job, their maturity, stability and

evidence of ability to complete the Career Facilitation

Project are probably as important as the particular courses

they have taken.

It is still an open question whthel academic departments.

in general, are really qoino to to able to respond to an

etf rt such as women in ,,cien(e. Oeparlments are wining
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to carry out a project as long as it is only a small deviation

from what they usually do anyway, and the participants are not

too different from what they would expect in their under-

graduate or beginning graduate student body. But most of

the women who participate in this program want jobs, not

academic training, per se. This is likely to call for a

program that is far different from a crash review with a few

practical applications added that many departments would be

willing to offer.

The defense that most departments would give to the academic

approach is that a scientist must have the theoretical back-

ground to compete effectively in the real world. If so,

academic departments are already prepared to do this; there

would seem to be minimal gain to be achieved by having the

Career Facilitation program. It would probably to as effective

to offer free tuition to a selected group of women, and

certainly less expensive. This would also provide greater

freedom for the participant. Other approaches could be

employed to provide the group esprit de corp among women

graduate students.

(5) As mentioned earlier, the Career Facilitation Projects may

be making unrealistic assumptions about the pool of talent

available. The program evaluation study of the Career

Facilitation Program now being designed should provide

some of these answers. On the basis of the experience to

date, it is debatable whether there is a large number of

extremely well-educated, and academically motivated, women

who will wish to have this type of experience. It is at

least as likely tnat women with these qualifications do not

need a project; they may well have already found other

alternatives. And even when a project does locate well
prepared participants, as several did, it is unknown whether

this could be continually repeated if the project would be

institutionalized. What the projects may have to deal with

are women who are net highly academically prepared or do not

have any particular intere,t in seeking higher academic

degrees. This is a far different group than most traditional

academic departments are prepared to deal with.

The rationale for the Career Facilitation Projects need not

include encouragment or discouragement of the attainment

of further academic degrees; what is critical is that

alternatives remain open for the participants. A number

of participants we spoke with did not wish to pursue

graduate work, even though they might have been identified

as having the potential for this. How -r, they might

change their minds later ;:s they have Irther experiences.

1..
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What appears likely is that projects may well need to draw

women who do not enter with the necessary academic prepara-

tion or academic motivation that immediately encourages
advanced graduate work.

(6) It has emerged in these projects that a particularly large

group of women who have an interest are those who already are

or have been science teachers in the elementary and secondary

schools. The program was not envisioned for this group,
but rather for those who held degrees in the pure sciences.

Yet many school teachers are looking for a change in career

for a variety of reasons: lack of tenures low paj, no jobs

in the area desired, or simply that teaching is no longer

rewarding. Regardino teachers, timing of the projects becomes

critical, as those who are currently teaching have contracts

that must be signed in the spring and they need to be

informed early if they are to participate in any project.

(.7)
Another concern that has emerged is that of the relatively

large number of foreign-bom women (some of wnom are non-

citizens) in the projects. In both 1976 and 1977, they

represent a substantial minority, particularly in projects

on the east and west coasts, and along the southern border

of the U.S. Reviewing credentials for these applicants is

very difficult. Many of the foreign born and trained are
extremely well-prepared in science, but are unable to locate

d scientific position in this country. Others hold science

degrees from foreign universities but are not particularly

well trained. Many have the usual difficulties of language

and will present special problems for placement.

Non-citizens are eligible to participate in these projects,

but the Foundation may wish to determine as a policy issue

to what extent this clientele should be served.

(8) One aspect of the Career Facilitation Project that deserves

further study is the importance of career development and

job readiness skill learning. Most Of the projects included

this, but-there was considerable variation in approach

and amount. Almost all of the participants we interviewed

felt that the counseling, vitae preparation, job interview

simulation, and other approaches used were helpful, although

it was also clear that assertiveness training and group

counseling techniques developed for the traditional female

undergraduate must be modified for use with these women.

What should be done to assist women in these projects to

better understand their career opportunities and how to most

effectively search for a ;oh cannot be identified without

clearly specifying the nature of the participants; those

who are employPd will neod different inputs than those who

have been out of the worl, force for 0 substantial amount of
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time. However, it is evident that women in these projects
express a need for assistance here, and it is reasonable to

assume that this is an area that can be forcefully addressed

in project{ of relatively short duration and intensity. A

primar:, concern must be to increase the relevance of these

activities for the non-traditional student, particularly here
the mature woman with a science background and interests.

(9) A final issue is the importance of the participant group's
coesiveness in the projects versus the opportunity to func-
tion in the institution as a regular or nearly regular

student. It is very clear that a number of projects developed
considerable esprit de corps and this was extremely helpful
to many of the participants in netting through the work

expected of them. For some women, this very well has been
the critical factor; for others, while it was clearly
appreciated, it was not essential. On the other hand, by

allowing the women to operate not as a self-contained sep-
arate unit, but more like other undergraduate or graduate

students at the 4nstitution, they have a broader opportunity

to participate in that institution and gd;r1 experiences
that a.e more generalizable than those with the self-

contained Group might be.

There teems little question that many of the participants

were in need of success experiences and an opportunity to

be eas into academic competition. However, the evaluators

have different minds regarding whether this need by done

through the cohesiveness of a self-contained unit. Several

feel cohesiveness is extremely important, while several

feel integration in the regular program is more critical.

One implication is that if a project is not going to be

strictly self-contained, there is still good reason to
attempt to create an esprit de corps among the women in

science departments by attempting some special programming

for them. This is particularly true for the older students,

who feel they do not fit into the usual academic mold and

need the reassurance of others around them as they bejin

to reestablish skills that may not have been used for a

considerable period of tir..

A Classification of Participants and Projects

While these 11 projects and the women taVing part in them can

hardly be regarded as a representative sample, certain categories

emerge. Women bring different needs to these projects and the

projects have different emphases. This is an initial attempt at

a structure that matches participants' needs and project rationales.

In the interest of highlighting the categories, the nature of

both the participants and projects has been greatly oversimplified.



Participants can be classified into une of three groups:

(1)
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Those who are out of the work force and who wish to return

gradually. One typical example of the stereotype of this

9roup is the wife and mother whose children have inached

the age where she no longer feels the need to be in the

home full time. Although she holds a degree in science,

she may never really have been in the scientific work force,

either having been married shortly after college, or having

held a-job that did not really use her scientific background.

Self-assurance and commitment to a science career are

likely to be problems. Her husband arki children may or

may not be supportive of the return to school. Even if

supportive, there will be stresses due to the change in

routine and she is likely to feel some pressure, external

and internal, about being unavailable for family activities

and responsibilities that prev.1usly she could carry out.

She is likely to want a part-tii job at the end of the

project.

(2) Women who are willing to make a full-time commitment to

entering a science career. This woman is very different

than the one described above as she has decided that for

her it is necessary that she enter or reenter a scientific

career on a full-time basis., She may be married and have

children, although it is 16-5 likely than in the first

group. Even if she has child-en, she chooses to return

to a career much earlier than the woman in the first

group, often while the children are quite young. Her

decision to take part in the project may be linked to a

personal change in her life, such as divorce. In fact,

she may need a job for economic survival. In contrast

to the woman in the first group, commitment and self-

assbrance are much less of an issue. She knows far more

where she is going and why; thus, her participation is

much less likely to be tentative.

(3) Women who are already working who wish to shift careers.
iThis woman already has a science position, but is dissatisfied

with what it provides. (A pre-college science teacher is one

example.) She is also less likely to be married and have

children than the woman in group 1. Unlike the women

described above, she is more likely to be working because

she economically must, and finances are therefore much

more likely to be critical. Location and scheduling of the

project such that it can he coordinated with her job will

determine whether she participates. If anything, she is

even more goal oriented than the worsen in oroop 2, necause

she knows exactly what wants the project to do for her.
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She is also less likely to have academic interests or
motivations to do advanced graduate work.

There are also three types of educational experiences
that the projects could provide, plus a fourth, default
opt'cr. which is no specialized project at all.

A. Updating. This project simply attempts to provide
intensive review with some introduction to new content
areas and instrumentation. Given the limited amount
of time available, the matJrial is necessarily tele-
graphed and somewhat simplified, but is quite broad
in its coverage. This approach makes no claims to
being a career preparation beyond that which an under-
graduate science degree provides. Selection is probably

less critical for this program than for the others
discussed below, as long as the participants have some
basics and can handle the mathematics required.

B. New career direction. This approach definitely makes
claims for providing a new career for the participants.
It attempts to retrain or to redirect on the basis of
the background of the participants. There is little

emphasis on updating, beyond what normally occurs in
any course as a precursor to new learning. The back-

ground is assumed, and thus selection becomes critical.

C. Combination of updating and new career direction. This

project attempts to have some of each of approaches 1

and 2. It is probably most like what was actually

done in most of the projects. Selection is somewhat
less critical than with option 2, but certainly more

so than with option 1. The difficulty with this
approach is one of time in the attempt to fit too many
activities into a limited number of

D. No program. Certainly one option is to have no
specialized program, but simply to allow women to
participate in the existing instructional programs

of various institutions. It is included simply to
examine what would happen to each of the different
groups of participants if some kind of program such
as Women in Science did not exist.

The three groups of participants and four project options have
been combined in Table 1. Any conclusions drawn must be heavily
qualified, and neither projects or participants will ever occur
in the simplistic manner in which they have been presented. Yet

there are some general trends that emerge.
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For women who are out of the work force wishing to return
gradually, the best project optiln is updating, as new career
direction or a combination would probably require more commit-

ment than they are ready to give. While participation in
the more intensive projects is quite possible in the future,
there will need-to be an interim stage that gives these women

an opportunity to test their wotivation before a full

commitment is made.

It bears repeating that projects targeted on women gradually

returning to the work force must recognize theneed to
encourage and fostgxotivation and commitment. Projects

cannot assume that-the commitment will already exist, as
the lifestyle change faced by these women is bound to create
confusions and self doubts that may be reinforced, both
subtly and openly, by family and friends. A return to

school or to the work force is all too often seen as a
rejection by those close to the woman.

Assuming there is no special program available, some of these
women will return to school on a part-time basis. However,

lack of any support group would indicate low probability of

completion, at best a long period of time for this to occur,

and possibly not in science.

(2) Women willing to make a full-time commitment will probably not

be satisfied with just the updating approach, but will wish

something more clearly career related. The combination program

could be very appropriate, with its emphasison review as well

as career preparation. The real issues are going to be

whether such projects can realistically covers both updating

and skill acquisition in a reasonable time, aid whether

jobs actually do result. These are major hurdles and will

require careful selection of participants .to fake advantage

of the opportunity.

Without a special program, this is the group mast likely to

return to school, as the commitment and focus of these

women will result in some action taken. Whether they return

to an academic background and educational setting or search

for a job immediately will be determined by economic

considerations. Those with strong academic credentials may
receive assistantships, and they will probably'return to

school; those with more marginal credentials will not and

they will probably be lost from the scientific work force.

Women who are already working will need the least amount of

updating, unless they are currently in a totally unrelated,

field. The critical issue is economic; they will participate

only to the degree that it is economically feasible for them

( 3 )
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to do so, and the experience gained will lead to a position
that is better than wha: they already have. A new career

direction is what they want, and the project will work if

it meets these requirements. Experience has suggested that

employers will not provide the support for these programs;
if they are interested enough in the woman to provide support,
they will also resist any effort that might lead to losing

her.

Without some type of special program, some of these women
will take courses, even an M.S., where the'job pay-off is

clear. However, they are not particularly interested in
courses simply out of academic motivation; most will find

the benefit to be too little for the cost and effort

requi red.

Recommendations

From the conclusions and observations drawn, the following

,recommendations are made:

Program Guidelines and Proposal Review Procedures:

(1) Proposals should clearly delineate who the project is
targeted at, the specific activities that will occur, and

the expected outcomes.

(2) Proposals should identify a clear need for the project
which includes evidence of an adequate pool of potential

participants in the immediate area. If such a pool does

not exist, the proposal should provide evidence that

appropriate women will move to participate in the project.

(3) Prcposals should clearly outline the publicity procedures

to be used and the probability of success that might

reasonably be attained. Special emphasis should be given to

matching approaches to be desired participant types. Where

the number of applicants is likely to be low, publicity should

go beyond announcement of the availability of the program to

techniques for encouraging participation.

(4) In addition to requirements already in the guidelines,

proposals should specify evaluation procedures that will

indicate how prerequisite knowledge and skills or participants

will be determined, what feedback procedures will be employed

for informing project staff and participants about progress,

and how knowledge, skill, and attitude changes of participants

will be judged.

2
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(5) Proposals should outline a plan for institutionalization
that details what steps will be taken to establish the
viability of the project that do not depend on perpetual
federal funding.

Career Facilitation Program Directions:

(1) The program should experiment with cooperative project
ventures involving universities, government and industry
that would provide participant support and job experiences
during the project.

(2) The program should explore whether academic departments are
appropriate locations for career projects; perhaps direct
funding to industry or training centers would be more effective.

(3) The program should experiment with more projects aimed at
upgrading skills of women with less than superior academic
preparation, or with inapprorpriate preparation. To what

degree can English majors be retrained for science careers
using the Career Facilitation. approach? Which science,

careers? What are the critical elements in success and

failure?

(4) The program should experiment with various approaches to
group cohesiveness among project participants. Is it

essential for the project to be self-contained? Will

participants develop their own cohesivenes if not self-

contained? What are the important componen,s in establishing

cohesiveness?

Science Education Directorate:

(1) The Women in Science program should be moved from the Science
Personnel Improv'3ment Division to the Development and Research
Division, or research and development units should be created
within the SPI, and by implication, the SERI Divisions. If

the latte'r is chosen, it must he recognized that the block
grant strategy is likely to be of limited value for R&D;
most of the awards will probably be one-of-a-kinds, with
far more intense monitoring than is possible in block grant

programs.

(2) As a f 1 recommendation, the Science Education Directorate

should this study as a model to be employed with recently

established programs. Without great expense or unreasonable
time demands, it provides program staff and OPI with an early
working knowledge of how the projects are operating and

problems encountered. An optimal time is during the second

year of operation, as was the tae here. There Is seldom

2 trT.)
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enough time between making the first-year award and pre-paring
the second year guidelines to expect to make any program

changes then. It is in the third year that changes can
realistically be made, and this type of study provides
information for that purpose. We also used the study
results in the individual review of third year proposals
as the competition was limited to the 11 FY 76 projects

and all had been visited. This will not likely be feasible
for other, larger programs but the general suniary should

be useful to review panels.

2"



PROJECTS

Updating

Table 1 )

Matching of Participants and
Projects in Career Facilitation

PARTICIPANTS

Women out of work force
willing to make full-time
commitment.

Women out of work
force wishin- to ,

return gradually.

23.

Women already working
who wish job change.

Best match if project
is operated part-time.

May attend if give6 full-time.

Probably not career-oriented
enough for this group.

May participate if scheduling
is appropriate. Probably have
less need for this than other
groups.

New
Career
Direction

Probably too much work

and too much commit-
ment for this group
without some transition
phase.

Combination

Will probably work if the
problem of up-dating is not
too severe.

Best match if project has
appropriate scheduling, the
shift is realistic in terms
of background, and jobs are
available.

Probably too amcn com-
mitment but may provide
a stepping-stone it the
Project extends over a
substantial period.

No Prograp

Best match if full-time
jobs are a stong probability.
Financial support, ill be

critical for many.

Probably will not work as the
time commitment is too great

for the potential pay-off.

May take occasiona' course.
Will miss the group support
and be less likely to con-

,tinue. Will take sub-
stantial amount of time.

Many will become full -time
students if it is economic-
ally feasible.

Some will attend night classes
if the pay-off is clear.

2 r
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American University

I. General Information

Site: American University, Washington, D.C.
Project Director: Dr. Nina Poscher
Focus: Chemistry

-Budget: $108,410
Expected Number of Participants: 40

Date of Visit: June 2, 1977

Evaluators: Frances Lawrenz, Conrad Katzenmeyer

II. Project Overview

24.

The American University Project provides an intensive review of
undergraduate chemistry in four areas - physical, organic, analytical

and biochemistry. The project is organized as a sevrate entity
within the Chemistry Department pronram. Students participate as a
group and nenerally do not take other regular courses.

The project's instructional program consists of lectures and labs
in the four areas of chemistry; each is (liven in a block by a

different faculty member. Fifty percent of the tune is spent in

lecture and 50, in the lab. Lectures on job placement are included

in the last week of instruction. Two different sections of the

project have been run: Fall '76 and Spring '77 semesters for a total

of 28 weeks, four hours per day, 5 days per week; and an intensive
summer section of 14 weeks, 2 hours per day. Twenty-one students
participated during the academic year and 10 during the summer.

American University is a private institution located in the Northwest

section of he District of Columbia. It, offers a full ranae of under-

gradoate and graduate program through the doctorate. It has a total

of approximately 13,000 students: 6,000 undergraduates, 4,000 grad-

uate students, and 3,000 non-degree students. The Chemistry Depart-

ment has 1, faculty members, 35 undergraduate majors and 78 graduate

students.

ill. On-Site Procedure

The two of us spent the entire day dt AMeil(Afl University. We attended

a lecture on polymers and observed laboratory activities. We spoke

with the Project Director, three faculty members involved in the
project (one was on leave), the Chdliman of the Chemistry Department,
the Associate Provost for Academic deve.f I dpment, and 10 of the 20
participants who had conpleted the project daring the academic year.
We did not interview current port it ipdnls ds they had lust started

the program. A d1 r, ryie-JA file T.ateridl', on dpplicints.

of)



IV. Process Evaluation

The impetus for the project came Primarily from the Chemistry Depart-
ment, which has a strong commitment to the education of women. With

fear female faculty members, American University's Chemistry Department
is the second largest in the country for female faculty representation.
The University does not have a large program in continuing education.
The administrative outlook was that the project was running well and

posed no problems. The feeling was that it was a philosophically
sound idea, and as it required very little of them, they were willing

to have it. There is no long-term institutional commitment to continuing

the project.

The Project Director is an Associate Professor and also a Dean. She

is very active in professional organizations and has obvious strong

organizational abilities. The project's instructional staff are all

experienced teachers and researchers with considerable interest in

the project.

The women's program had the use of a general chemistry lab and laroe

seminar room, and instructor's time was arranged to allow them to

teach multi-hour periods. However, some scheduling difficulties were

encountered during the academic year. The women were not scheduled

into an organic lab for their organic component because other classes
were in it, and the classroom was preempted occasionally for various

other uses.

The participants had access to other campus facilities, partiLularly

the library and the computer center. However, they had experienced

some difficulty in the use of the library as they were on rampus for

only a short period of time and found reservations for over-night

books and other procedures did not fit their 10 l schedule.

The educational program prOvides an appropriate mix of activities

and it is focused at an appropriate level. Lectures begin with simple,

interesting applications and then move to more formal, structured

learni ,n. It provides a basic review of undergraduate chemistry.
The review does not have the breadth of the undergraduate curriculum,

but does provide a considerable depth in the topics covered. The

balance of the lecture and lab appears to have worked well. The

opportuu4'y for experience with many types of instruments and laboratory

procedures has been a definite plus.

Publicity for the project was handled primarily through advertisements

in the newspaper and in the Chemicdl and Enoineerino News. In fact,

many of the participants heard of the project through word of mouth,

e.g., through scientist husbands who may have seen the advertisements.

Selection procedures emphasized undergraduate chemistry background and

general science training. Interview impression nlayed 1 major role

in decision, in addition to the materials submitted by the placement

procedure in the project; however, the Chemistry Department has an

informal network to many pott.tial efipiolur, in the Washington, D.C. area

and has expended considerable ,-41n,t in puhlicizie9 the projects and



identifying potential employers.

Management of the project in the first phase was hampered by the
short lead time as they chose to begin the program in fall semester
only two months after the award was granted. There were a number of
initial difficulties, particularly in the delay of the delivery of
the equipment caused by the United Parcel Service strike at that
time, but the difficulties encountered early in the tall semester

were overcome. The project is now in its second round of participants

and is running very smoothly.

The staff is well suited to the project. The Project Director oversees

all of the aspects of the project in a very competent manner. She

does not stay in close contact with the individual participants but
rather ]eaves this to the ihdiv'dual faculty member. All faculty

members are in sympathy with the philosophy behind the program and
are committed to helping the women succeed. They appeared flexible,

willing to change content as needed, competent, and genuinely

interested in the students. They spent much more time than required
working with the students, particularly in lab, and are enthusiastic
about science, transmitting this to their students.

The participants have varied backgrounds Most have undergraduate
chemistry majors but there are a few from biology and other sciences.

Overall, they were C+ to 8+ undergraduate students. Age varies

widely, but most have been obt of school for a number of years.

The participants are enthusiastic about the program and apparently

studied hard. They appear self-confident of their ability and pleased

with their accomplishments. They feel that participating in the

project involved a great effort on their part, and they were reluctant

to give any more, e.g., buy books. Many of them have restrictive job

requirements (e.g., part-time or work at home) and were somewhat

disturbed that the jobs available did not fit those requirements.

They would have liked a much more extensive effort in job placement

Jr1 the part of the project. The general feeling seemed to be:

'I've worked hard and I deserve a job."

V. Outcome Evaluation

The iToject has increased the partiLipanc,, lab skills, self confidence

and theoretical knowledge of chemistry Gains were demonstrated on

the chemical society examinations employed.

Participants felt they had benefited from the experience It is

their fePiing that very few of them were teddy for graduate work in

chemistry at the outset. After having the project all felt they .,ould

do Master's level work and several are in fart doing tin

It is too early to make a judgment on tot) plat current other than

the four who had already located 0 jc,I and the two who have chosen

to continue in graduate school. The participants voiced c_onsiderable

concern about finding a job, but faculty members tilt that All would

4



Indeed succeed in time, even those seeking part-time work. As the

faculty at American University are in close contact with most of the
potential employers in the area, this appears likely to occur

The department and American University are also likely to benefit
from the presence of the project. The faculty was impressed with thc

capability and especially the motivation of the group. Stvt-rol

commented on how much more rewarding the instruction of .is group
was than the typical undergraduate or beginning graduat

For the institution, the project Provides one means t.y wgich
American University can move into the areas of continuing education
and women's studies. As All has not had major commitments in these
areas in the past, this could provide a first step in reorienting the
faculty directly involved as well as the inst.cotion as a whole.

VI. Summary of Reactions

The project has been successful in identifying women who needed

uriating in chemistry and prpviding them with useful and appropriate

material. While it is impossible to provide the equivalent cat a

bachelor's degree in two half time semesters, t_he proie(t has

achieved a great deal in the tune allowed. It was probably d mistake

for the project to attempt to begin in the fall seme.,ter with th? limited

lead time possible. However, they coped well with the problems. The

participants are very enthusiastic about the project and it is clear

that where many were only considering the possibility of looking
for work before the project, a great proportion will now be actively

seeking a job or more advanced training

VII. Recommendations

There are three areas where project changes might be made:
(I) attitude development, (2) communication, and (3) study. It might

be beneficial to provide attitude development to encourage a stronger
areer orientation in the participants. This would help the project

achieve more impact on the numbers of women employed in the sciences.

It is apparent that one of the project's tasks is to increase the

professional commitment of these part!, ipants. WhY th:s has

happened, it might be given a more central focus. In the area of

corimunication, more formal channels fur expressing dissatisfaction or

giving suggestions might be developed. This could be accomplished in'

conjunction with a more extensive formative evaluation effort. In

addition, more time might have been spent with the participants on
establishing methods for personal contact and support and on Intro-
ducing and explaining the purpose and ecne(tations of the pro iect.
There seemed to be little provision for stud tire or tutly fd(ilities



For the Career Facilitation component of the Women in Science

program, the following suggestions are offered for consideration:

(1) There could be considerable gain if the projects could be linked

with part-time internship experiences in industry. This would help to

ease financial burdens and provide practical training. It might

also be an effective means of placement, offering both the woman
and the potential employer an opportunity to become acquainted in the

work setting. If the faculty reaction to these women is any indication,

they are likely to do very well in internship placements and might

even convince them of the value of part-time positions. However, it

is unlikely that most industries will be willing to absorb the total

cost. Perhaps they would be willing to split the cost, with NSF

picking up the rest.

(2) A major function of d Career Facilitation Project that deals with

part-time participants is to instill career commitment. This should

be clearly stated in the guidelines and project proposals should be

judged on the probable success of their plans to accomplish this.

Having such a requirement would sensitize participating faculty

members from the beginning that their efforts must extend beyond

the traditional academic role.
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I. General Information

Site: University of California at Davis, California

Project Director: Dr. Richard Dorf

Focus: Engineering
Budget: $64,531

'Expected Number of Participants: 20-40

Date of Visit: July 19-20, 1977

Evaluators: Alma Lantz, M. Joan Callanan

II. Project Overview

The purpose of the project is to retrain women with degrees in math and
science so that they will be eligible to enter the job market as
engineers at the B.S. level or will be able to compete successfully
in graduate programs in engineering.

A recruiting plan attracted 40 women who earned B.S. degrees in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, computer science, or engineering
no less than two, nor more than 15, years ago. Applications were

received from 87 persons; 58 of them were accepted; 40 of these came.

Participants will receive an educational experience which gives them

a core of fundamental engineering courses and whose format takes into

account their needs as reentry students with family and job responsi-

bilities. Participants will attend an intensive two-week, on-campus

summer session to review mathematics, physics, and computer programming.

Throughout the remainder of the academic year they will commute to
intensive weekend instruction sessions taught in the Bay area, initially

at least at the Lawrence Hall of Science. A second two-week summer

session will complete the program. All women will be offered the

opportunity to gain practical experience through cooperative engineering

jobs. Assistance with placement in permanent jobs will also be offered.

Participants completing the program will receive extension credits

and a certificate of completion.

The sponsoring institution for the program is the University of

California at Davis. The University is part of the state system, and

all high schnr)1 seniors in the upper 12 1/2 percent of their classes

are eligible as students. The student body has an enrollment of
approximately 117,000 students, concentrated in the sciences, applied

science, engineering and agriculture. The university has a large

"work-learn" or internship program for its students.

The project is housed in the Extended learning Division. The University

Extension is the continuino education service of the University of

California enrolling about 22,000 students. n.C. Davis Extension

programs offer individuals opportunities for personal growth and
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professional development in 29 northern California counties.
Although many programs are designed for those who have attended college,
most courses are open to au adult who can benefit from university level
study. .

Extension programs cover a wide range of subjects and employ a number

of unusual teaching techniques. The programs vary in length and for-
mat, from one-day conferences and short lecture series to courses of
two or more quarters and certificate programs requiring up to several
years to complete.

The University Extension also has a small part-time degree program
for engineers and for nurses, although these programs are theoret-
ically being phased out. The division also offers various kinds of
counseling and courses for reentering students. The division has
systematically attempted to address some of the needs of reentering
women students, e.g., the University Extension's Women's Program has

reached an estimatEd 900 women over the last two years of course

offerings.

III. On-Site Proceture

Tuesday, July 19, 1977

6:00-8:00 PM Dinner at Dorf's
McCoy - Extension Specialist
Soderstrand - Review Math Teacher
Frohreich - Project Coordinator
Dale - Computer Sciences Teacher
Callanan - Evaluator
Lantz - Evaluator
Dorf - Project Director

8:00-10:30 PM Meet with participants, Tercero Lounge

Wednesday, July 20, 1977

8:00-9:30 AM Breakfast with Mike McCoy & Donna Frohreich
and Stephanie Twomey Project [valuator

2:30-10:45 AM Examine project records - UNLX conference room

11:00-12:00 N Sit in on Physics class !Roessler Mall, Room 66)

12:00 N-1:00 PM Lunch with Physics instructor (Walt Wyckoff) and
EE Lab In `_rector (Ed Fields)

1:00 PM

2:00 P11

5:30-6:30 PM

6:30-9:00 P11

Sit in on iild!,

Meet with Did omf

Dinner, Tercero Mining MI

Student informal meeting with Dort

'4('
t..) k..
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All persons listed on the schedule of activities, including the
entire group of participants, were interviewed. Student applica-
tions and files, professors evaluations of students, and class-
room instruction were observed.

IV. Process Evaluation

The project objectives are closely connected with those of the
division, e.g., providing nontraditional education for the non-
traditional student. It is at odds, however, with the way that
the University, as a whole, envisions its mission, e.g., the
university is generally geared for the 18 year old "straight
through" student.

The staffing of the project appears to be typical for the Extension
Division, (drawn primarily from non-faculty) and contracts have
been drawn up on schedule'with the visiting faculty members. The

facilities available for the summer sessions on the Davis campus are
adequate and pleasant, including dormitory space, eating facilities,
engineering labs and classrooms. There was, of course, the inevitable
problem with obtaining adequate computer time that appears to have

been resolved. The weekend sessions will be held initially at the
Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, an outstanding facility for
this type of endeavor. No arrangements for weekend housing have
been made by the project staff for the weekends, and this housing
may present a minor problem for the participants.

The educational component includes a review of math, physics and
programming, courses in circuits, statics, properties of materials,
electronics of circuits and systems, dynamics, fluid mechanics,
mechanics of materials and thermo-dynamics and a two week session

in instrumentation systems. The content of the course was devised

by the Advisory Board. The standard engineering curriculum was

presented to the board, comprised heavily of industrial representa-
tives, with a few faculty members. The advisory committee agreed
on the critical elements that needed to be included in the curriculum
and instructors were asked to.structure their courses around those
critical elements. It is anticipated that this will produce a strong
preparation, and reflect in high scores on the National Engineering
Exam to be taken at the end of the project. The absence of focus

on theory, however, may be detrimental to those wishing to pursue
graduate education.

The students have also had field trips to twck.4ndustries to meet

and observe their female engineers. While these role models were

not met by the evaluation team, the participants commented that none
of the role models had "historically intact" marriages. The delivery

of the courses wi'l be fairly traditional classroom instruction in
concentrated time periods, e.g., two weeks during the summer (about
ten ;,furs a day) and 26 weekends (also ten hour days).

3
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The publicity for she project was a mixture of traditional and

nontraditional means. The traditional methods included advertise-
ment in catalogues and letters sent to alumni. Most of the response

was solicited from nontraditional direct advertising in a variety

of local places (e.g., NSTA journal, ads in feminist credit unions
and bookstores, San Francisco Chronicle, etc.). Judging from the

response, the publicity must have been good.

The participants were selected by a screening for the minimum require-
ments--adequate number of courses in math and physics, bachelors

or masters within the last 15 years, and so on. The applicants were

asked to send their transcripts and to complete some essay questions.

On the basis of these documents, a committee of three (one representa-
tive from private industry, one from the public sector, and the
project coordinator) selected approximately 60 from the 87 completed

applications. It was commented that time and opportunity to interview
the applicants would have been helpful.

Evaluation procedures--Very detailed evaluation procedures are planned.

These procedures include tracking participants, those selected but
not attending, and those not selected. It is a comprehensive evalua-

tion, and if an error is being made, it is in the direction of excess.

To date, counseling by staff members has been somewhat sacrificed for

course content. The actual format, scheduling and content of the

counseling activities has not yet been definitely developed, although

a night "rap" session was observed by Joan Callanan. The principal

investigator has expressed the opinion that more extensive counseling

should be conducted with the participants.

Management of proposal development and project activities are split

between three principals. Dr. Dorf, the principal investigator,

has key management responsibilities and nas maintained close contact

with the project by serving d variety of roles including lab assistant,

counselor and social visitor. Ms. Frohreich has overall project

coordination duties, and Mr. McCoy has responsibility for obtaining

course approval, conducting negotiations with faculty, obtaining

space, and so on. None of these people will act as faculty;
rather the instructors have been drawn from the university and

industry

In general, the project is on schedule Some m. i nor slippage in

screening applicants occurred and some of the counseling activities

have not taken place. More importantly, the participants were

promised a coarse and reference outline prior to project initiation

and were disappointed that they did not receive ore. A slight

logistical problem has occurred because the protect coordinator is

a consultant living in another town Previously, she hdd to send

letters to Davis to.have them typed, eft. , although support staff

is going to he mad( more dvailaLle to her In general , the proiect
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seems to be running fairly smoothly considering the disparate loca-
tions and division of duties of the principals, although they report
spending more cnan allocated by the budget.

The project director appears to be very committed to the project, well
qualified to complete it, and is well liked by the participants. The

most visible other staff member is Ms Frohreich. Ms. Frohreich,
with a background in counseling, is also committed to the area,
well qualified and well liked. There will be eight individuals teaching
the various sections, three of whom will be women Four of the faculty

were interviewed by the evaluators. The faculty members were very care-

fully chosen for teaching skills, background qualifications and industry
experience. Dr. Nell Dale, Project Director of the Facilitation Pro-
ject at the University of Texas, volunteered to teach tne computer
science review course. She is living in the dorms and is very accessible

to the students. The faculty members we met were pleasant and not

condescending.

Advisory Committee--The Advisory Committee iS'-lcomposed of 15 members

including Dr. Dorf, who serves as Chairman. Five are from univer-

sities, nine from industry or government, and one from the Commission

on the Status of Women. Several of the 15 are women.

The participants appear to be distinctive in several ways. First,

there is &high proportion of participants witn Asian backgrounds:
Filipino, Vietnamese, Japanese, Chinese. Secondly, ,a majority were

eiployed at the inception of the program, and about five of thee
omen are retaining their jobs. Of those employed, 17 were high
school teachers who felt that teaching was a dead end for them.

About 13 of the participants are currently considering graduate

khool.

the women appear to be at least average in intelligence, and above

'average in motivation and commitment to the project. Many stated

that they had been actively looking at engineering careers prior to
Treading the announcement of the program. Their commitment is
evidenced by the $1,000.00 they expect the program to cost, and

the arrangements that had to be made for their families in order to

attend the two week session. All appeared to be putting a great
deal of effort in studying and sounded like a typical group of fresh-

men in moaning about their workload. fhe enthusiasm and spirit of the

group was high. Tne enthusiasm was enhanced because of the group
experience, the commitment to getting an engineering job, and their

perception of influencing the form,of the program.

1 Some of the participants felt that avallabillty of loan funds

would be helpful. Only a few felt that the program should not

cost the participant.
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V. Outcome Evaluation

Because of the recency of project inception, very littlf- about outcome
on participants can he sudnested. A slight, but probably favorable
impact on the faculty may be expected; e.g., industrial Personnel
may gain increased understanding of the problems and capabilities of
these and.similar women. Although the project has named oderate
visibility, it is not a novel approach for the Division of Extended
Learning and will not likely affect the attitudes of the institution
It will, however, increase their capability in continuing to offer
this and similar courses. At this point there is no known impact on
other institutions.

Dean Dorf is enthusiastic about the project and has considered a
variety of ways to continue the program in the absence of 11(..J. funding.

One possibility that he is currently planning is to continue the
intensive on-campus summer review as developed through the NSF prooraw
and the career development through the Extension Division, with the
enoineering courses content being absorbed by the Engineering Depart-
ment. Some of the noncompetitive "spaces" reserved for reentering
students may be used for this purpose. Another alternative men-
tioned was to offer it as a "for fee" course through the txtended
Learning Division, leading to a certificate, althounh the price to
the participant was expected to be at least-sS1,500 if this alter-
native was chosen. We received mixed comments regarding the supportive-
ness of the Dean of the Engineering School, whom we did not interview.

III. Summary Reactions and Recommendations

The most positive features of the program are.

1. its ability to attract motivated women,

2. its ability to attract already-working but underempioied women,

3. its scheduling;

4. it-s "live-in" group experience for the participants,

5. the internship offered;

6. the intention to administer the National Engineering Exam.

None of the features of the program Can be judged negative at this point.
However, we have some reservations about the impact of a consultant
living in another city running the program Further, greater use

might be made of nontraditional instructional methods such as CAI
or TV capabilities. We al,,o concur with the participant,. that

the availability of low interest loans should L. explored The

women perceived the all female environment to be an isset, and
expressed some -desire for additional guiAance and (ounselinq

-t
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activities. They expressed some concern about the absence of a.

degree.

4
A.



Chestnut Hill Coliene

I. General Information

36.

Site: Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Project Director: Sr. Mary Kieran McElroy

Focus: Interdisciplinary Biochemistry, Biology, Computer Science

,* Budget: $34,379
Expected Number of Participants: 25 30

Date of Visit: September 19-20, 1977
Evaluators: Dr. Charles Bertram, Ms. M. Joan Callanan, and

Dr. Lafe R. Edmunds

II. Project Overview

Scientific Update for Women is an interdisciplinary project of 15
weeks duration designed to acquaint the particip 41 with the new

thPnries and latest techniques in biology, chemit, , and computer

science. The women were selected into three group. of ten each, and
each group was assigned to one of the three four-week courses.
They will rotate to other courses until each woman has spent four
weeks each in biology, biochemistry, or computer science. Lectures

and .ther prepared ,exercises are planned by faculty 1-esponsible for
each of the three courses, and the women will be given some career
orientation during the final two weeks. The project began September 13
and is scheduled to terminate on December 20, 1977

Chestnut Hill College is a Cd,nolic liberal arts cullele fur women
with an enrollment of approximately 650. Pie undergraduate student

body is all women and mostly from the immediate geographical area.
Some older persons of both sexes are enrolled in the tontiauing education
program, which was begun five or six years ago. One major emphasis

of the college appeared to be professional, and especially pre-
medical, pre-dental, and other professional medical areas Therefore,

Chestnut Hill has a comparatively strong science department, and
especially in chemistry, biology, and biochemistry. for example,

29 biology and 27 chemistry/biochemistry courses are listed in the

college catalog.

III. On -Site Prc,Anre

The information on which this evaluation report is teased was obtaincd

by several "on-site" procedures. The three evaluators arrived at
Chestnut Hill at 2:00 p.m. and were given an orientation to the
project by Sister Mary Kieran, its director. the team visited

with the college president, and then the student dean.

Beginning at 3:30, the evaluators interviewed each of the three
persons responsible for the courses foi approximately thirty minutes

each. Sister Eva Marie lynch is teaching the biology courses, Sister
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Ann Michael Joyce the computer science, and Sister Helen Burke is responsi-
ble for biochemistry The evaluators observed the laboratories, the
instrumentation and equipment, the computer terminal, the "kiddie
corner" where the returning women may leave their children, then

had dinner with members of the Chestnut Hill staff.

Beginning at J:UO a u. the following morning, for apprrximately one
hour, the evaluators interviewed the Directors of Career Placement,
Continuing Education, Women in Management, and Cooperative Education,
and then discussed the NSF project with 16 of the participating women
in a grout for another hour and a half. After having lunch with

college staff, the evaluators examined the files of the 10 women
who were accepted into the project and of the ipproximately 30 who
were qualified but were placed on an alternate list because of space

limitations The evaluators briefly visited the classrooms and
laboratories where the participants were "in class" before leaving
Chestnut Hill di .'.30

The evaluation report is therefore ba3ed on impressions resulting,from
staff and faculty interviews, inspection of equipment and facilities,
student interviews, :nd examination of fit fn addition, the

evaluators studied the project ,roposal, ccn,ise syllabuses prepared
by the instructor-,, the colleoe catalog, aro`, other material

descriptive of Chestnut Hill.

IV. Procts,

Chestnut nil; ("11.ne was fo;:nde,, in 194%1 I, tht %1ter,, of St Joseph,

and rest, oh a three-fentury-old tradition or coi,votiaent tit the

education of ...,omen The Sister; have been guided by the conviction

that on tine f-ducciLloh of women larlely depends the future of society."

As Si-,t-t '1ar/ lieran ,tated, the ',1%ter :. arcs the original "women'S

thy believe that winder' need to be trained for oreater

responsibility in 7,ocieti and glad)/ ,icept the women's need as their

responsibility If the project meets the eApectations of the faculty,

the chances (c continuation are good as it learly matches the

institution's goals One additional advantage for the (ollege is

that the Pr ,lect May encourage woHen to talc: tAlsting biology,

chemist r and t,ath courses through the continuing edu(ation pronran.

The ii.ost obviou- rea,oh why/ the proie,t at CheAnut Hill will probably

succeed is tt,e tacuiti. ihey are well trained, enthw,iasti(, and

supportive of tne Pr le( - of the three in tors and the

director have re,eiv-d Ph P.' and of theL very re(ently. The

faculty/student cat p. nr.o,uall 1 Pi), and (,everal college

staff are
!Nand '

advme in ,pet 1:11,-d drto ',tit it as
I ,fh I. no%itively

!Ohl l,t ut file faculty.
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The equipment and facilitr.es are adequae The project will be con-

ducted in various rooms, conference areas and laboratories of a
charming five-story complex. The facilities are appropriatc for
the intended purpose; in fact, the compact campus promotes a feeling
of concern for individuals.

The instrumentation, although riot AS sophisticated as that probably
found in nearby industrial settings, can he used to give the women
some experience with newer varieties of chemical, biochemical, and
biological equipment. The computer facility is barely minimum. The

one computer terminal may be used to some very basic instruction,

but additional data processing facilties would be required for
extensive student use or for more sophisticated application.

The library wal. not examined, but assumed to be adequate for this
project. Additional reference works are available in faculty offices.

The three cuurseb which are conducted simultaneously with groups of ten
students are intended to give a samplino of material currently im-
portant to biology, biochemistry, and computer science The content

of the four three -hour lessons is based on a study the participants'

needs as expressed on their application forms, well as a concern

for what they are likely to experience in industrial situations.
The courses are well organized into syllabuses, and IPAs of
supplementary reading are provided.

The women were carefully selected into the three oroupl, in a manner

such that the group would be heterogeneous with redard to age and
experience of participants, and whether or not they are alumnae of
Chestnut Hill. /s far as possible, they are homogeneously grouoed
with regard to academic training and interest_ and those with training
in each of the three course areas wre placed in those courses first.
For example, those with training in biology began the Advanced
Biological Techniques (_e,-.s.e fi,-st, since they would most likely

experience less trauma in this course than in the conr,,es in Biological

Chemistry or Computer Science.

After the cycles of foLir-weel courses have lupleted, the women

will participate in a carec preparation day in older to find out how

to go about a lob search, and the final session w' l be devoted to
demonstration of several role models by women successful in scientific

ent9.rorises.

The instructional Jeliver- is preliaril/ Ihrouoh lecture -discussion
supplemented by laporatory and other "hands-on" experience Much

individual guidance and '>.41;)orl will be given dr, desired hi the women.
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The publicity for the project was very effective. Most response came

from advertisements placed in two regional newspapers, e.g.,
Philadelphia Inquirer_. Ads were also placed in the alumnae publication,

with radio stations, and with community newspapers. The popularity

of the project is demonstrated by the fact that 61 completed applica-
tions were received for the 3C available positions. Examination of the

files revealed that most of those who applied were well qualified
for project participation, and the current participants volunteered
that they had friends who were interested should the project be
offered again.

The Orticipants were selected through a two-stage screening process.
The applications were first screened by the project director, who
rejected those that were technically ineligible for reasons such as
the lack of a science degree. The 57 acceptable applications were
then rated independently by the three course instructors. No transcripts

were requested, so the evaluation was largely subjective and based on

a judgment of who was "most likely to benefit from the project."

The rating was staggered by group of 15 so that some uroups were
rated first by one instructor, and some by another. The 30 candidates

with highest ratings were selected for the project, and the`<ema4ning

27 of those rated were sent a letter indicating they were alternates.
None of the 30 selected turned down the offer to participate.

The proposed evaluation procedures are generally informal, as would

seem appropriate to the project The groups are small, and the

instructors and staff will be aware of student progress on a week-

by-week basis. No formal tests are planned. The participants will

have an exit interview during their final week, to determine if they

are "ready to go back" to approrpriate levels of employment and if

they have a sense of adequacy. They will Dave a second version of
their resume which will be examined by project staff, and will complete

a brief questionnaire on the final day.

As described previously, two of fifteen sessions will be devoted to

participant counseling and placement. The women will be given guidance

in resume preparation, interviewing, and other skills necessary for

successfully seeking employment. They may, if they wish, participate

in interviews during employer visitation day in the sprino, and have

their records on active file in the placement office

The management of the project is exceptionally good The evaluators

hive the impression that the project is planned in great detail,

not only by the project director, but also by individual instructors

and staff under ner leadership. The style of management does not

appear to he threatening, but rather, more collegial and participatory.

All faculty and staff are quite eArited about the project, which is

an indication of effective leadership. Thu schedule has been adhered

to, and present evidence indicates that the project oft to

be effectively managed.

4
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Mucn of a general nature has already been said about the staff.
Following is a more complete description of four individuals with
whom the students will have casiderable cntact.

Sister Mary Kieran McElroy, the project director, is chairwoman

of the Department and Professor of Chemistry. She received her Ph.D
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1964, has several publiceicns,
had d patent registered in the United States in 1968, and has par-
ticipated in se/era] NSF programs for science teachers. She is quite

well organized, personable, and apuears to have the respect of
colleagues and students.

Sister Helen Marguerite Burke, the iistructor in biochemistry, also
received her Ph.D. from the Univers4ty of Pennsylvania. She received

her doctorate in 1976, and has had teaching fellowships at the University
of Pennsylvania, Temple, and Bryn Mawr. She seems to be very percep-
tive of the problems which face married women as they attempt to
enter the work force, and of women's emerging role in society.

Sister Eva Maria Lynch, who is teachings the biology course, received
her Pn.D. from Institutum Divi Thomae in Columbus, Ohio in 1S57 in
Experimental Medicine and is now chairwoman of the Department of

Biology. She has done graduate study and research at the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science,
Purdue, and American University, has drtItle in several referred

Journals, and nas conducted some research dt Chestnut Hill with
i-house support.

Sister Ann Michael Joyce will teach the colaputer science course and
is now assistant professor of mathematics dt Chestnut Hill. She

has her rust ter's degree from the Catholic University of America,
.ed has participated in 1SF-suoported protects at the University
of Pennsylvania, Fordndo, St. Lawrence, tfillanova, and St Peter's

Colie(!e. All four of the Sisters are Chestnut Hill alumnae

These four Sisters will carry the instructional lodd, and others
described in the proposal and elsewhere will help with counseling,
supplying career information, and assisting with job pldcerent
As stated previously, the faculty and staff are well qualified to oive
academic instruction to the participants, are eActted about the
program, and have the respect of their new older students

Twenty-five of the 30 women selected par tit lttant thid r et.t" ved

their degrees from two to fifteen Jews ago Five hod re,elved
tn.,ir degrees earlier than lb years ano, hot Ihe7 were erepteo
because they were judoed by the Lhe',triut H111 faculty m, bc in d

position f in fror' h ich dt 10h 111 in t,r ' Itt t adulate`,.

Nineteen of tift: Pdrt14 1Paht ir a1t1. 4 t (IJ tats' HI1)
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The women are all married, most if not all have children, and some

have as many as five. Many of their children are quite young;
in fact, one woman had given birth about two weeks prior to the

second class which the evaluators observed. She was present

in the class. Most are from the Philadelphia area, but six are
from New Jersey, one from Delaware, and one from Texas (and staving

with a relative in the local area).

All the women expressed interest in employment and a few had been

actively seeking jobs. About 80 percent have previous work experience,
and some are currently employed on a part-time basis. Some of them

said they felt the "world is passing them by" and that they "need

confidence in myself." They are interested in becoming acquainted
with the instrumentation, and appreciate the opportunity to be
"eased" into the academic and employment worlds. They appreciate

the opportunity to attend the classes during the daytime and on one day

a week, and are pleased with the work the Sisters have done at

Chestnut Hill. Several said Ua program is "ideal" for their purposes.

V. Outcome Evaluation

At the time of the evaluative review on September 19-1O, the students

had been in only one class meeting. Therefore, very few evaluative

judgments of a summative nature can he included in this report

Instead, the evaluators wish to emphasize the unique aspects of the

Chestnut Hill project which may bear further study to determine if

they lead to a more effective NSF Women in Science Program.

As indicated previously, the women were quite excited about the project.

Over half of the group interviewed indicated that they would have paid

a small tuition fee for the opportunity to participate in it. They

wanted to clarify their career goals through involvement in the

project, and rediscover the world that was passing them by. The course

is not designed to lead to a large gain in knowledge, but rather

represents a small sampling of knowledge from three areas so that

the women can get an idea of the current state of knowledge in

these areas. Since there was an unusually long planning phase,

the project may have al _..-ady had some impact on the faculty. They

have had to think of the real-life needs of mature women, and about

what the programs at Chestnut Hill mioht have to offer them Several

of the faculty and staff will probably become more sensitive as the

semester progresses. For the most part, the project has not yet had

much effect on the total college or surrounding it titutions, but

the potential is there, especially since there are so miry bio-

chemical and chemical industrial complexes near Chestnut Hill anxiou,

employ women and work them into managerial positions
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One unique aspect of the Scientific Update for Women project is the
lengthy planning phase of approximately one year. There are some

very good reasons why the project was not planned to start until

September, and the time was well used by Sister Mary Kieran and
colleagues for very detailed and systematic planning. Further

summative evaluation by NSF (or the college) might examine the
effect of the long planning period on project outcomes.

Another unique aspect is the relatively small amount of course

work. The participants will have 36 hours of formal classwork during

the semester. This may or may not be sufficient and should be
studied since it has important economic implications for future
projects to be developed by NSF.

An attractive feature of the project for the particlipants is the

fact that they need spend only part of one day a week on campus.
Many, in fact, could probably not participate if more time on

campus were required. However, several indicated during our
interview session that they could devote more time to the project.

One additional interesting facet of the project is a proposed process

for teaching the women to effectively participate in interviews.

They will be videotaped during their own simulated interview, and then

will critique their interview with the assistance of staff. The

procedure would appear to have possibilities, and mioht be studied

with the idea of broader dissemination if effective.

VI. Summary Reactions

The most positive aspect of the Chestnut Hill project was the

determination, talent, and resourcefulness of the faculty and staff.

They are highly qualified for what they are doing, and are genuinely

interested in helping the women. The evaluators are not in a position

to dwell on negative aspects, since statement3 so early in the project

life would be unfair. The iearth of computer facilities would

appear to strain the imagination and resourcefulness of the instructor,

but the women do not intend to become programmers as a result of their

experience.

One possible outcome not intended as a part of the prOject is that the

women may wish to come back to Chestnut Hill and take courses ;liftable

to their ability and interest through the continuing education nrogram.

However, some felt that the women should try to obtain employment in

industrial settings, and then take advanced work as inservice, at

the expense of employing industries.

The overall reaction to the project was very positive. It was well

planned, is being implemented efficiently, and has a high probability

of achieving the objectives stated in the proposal to NSF.
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VII. ReCommendations

Few changes in the conduct of the project were suggested. In view

of the many developments in biology, biochemistry, bionathematics,
etc., in recent years, Chestnut Hill might wish to consider offering
an optional seminar or interdisciplinary research that would help
illustrate the linkage etween the three areas in which course
work is being offered. This would involve some outs:de reading
on the part of those taking the seminar but need not involve exams
or term papers. One or two seminar meetings of this type might
be held on an experimental basis with this group of participants
to determine the feasibility of including such a component if the
program is offered again.

If the project is repeated, the faculty might wish to consider
personal or telephone interviews of final candidates as one
screening procedure, since there was little information on some

application forms. The participants might wish to consider a site
visit to some local industries if additional time could be found.

One additional suggestion was that a "post-test" version of certain
questions on the application form be used near the end of the

course. Replies to these questions might be examined to determine
changes in career goals, felt need for scientific updating, what they
gained from the course, and any increases or decreases in career
goal specificity.

During their interview, the participants gave some suggestions which
NSF might want to consider with Women in Science programs. They

thought NSF might work out some type of "trainee" program, whereby
industry would be supported for employing and training women for

specified positions. Industry should be encouraged to permit mothers

to work a 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. day, and job-sharing by two women
should be considered.

The evaluators have few recommendations for NSF, other than those
already mentioned in the report. Certain unique aspects of the

Chestnut Hill program should be carefully studies, so that recommendations

can be made for future programs. The area represents an important
social need, and documentation of effective variations can lead to
needed social change in d cost effective manner.
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University of Dayton

I. General Information

Site: University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio

Project Director: Dr. Carol Shaw
Focus: Engineering
Budget: $111,944
Expected Number of Participants: 30 - 40

Date of Visit: August 1-2, 1977
Evaluators: Esther Lee Burks, N. Joan Callanan

II. Project Overview

The project is designed to (a) bring women with a bachelor's
degree in chemistry, physics, or chemical technology to the equiva-
lent academic level as current Chemical Engineering graduates;
and, (b) to bring women with a bachelor's degree in physics,
mathematics, or electronics engineering to the level of current

graduates in electrical engineering. A further noal is that

women in the program will be qualified for entrance to a

Master's degree program in the appropriate area. Engineering

employment is also a goal, for those students who have not
been employed recently in career-track positions.

The project began in July 1976, and will ron through December 1977.

Participants receive instruction in chemical or electrical
engineering courses, along with remedial mathematics at the
level of differential equations. In addition, the program

provides career counseling, career development courses, job

search assistance, tutoring, study skills assistance, and personal

counseling. The group consists of two sub-groups--chemical and
electrical--who share a common core of appropriate courses, and
who are moving through the two programs at about the same rate.

The University of Dayton is a private, Catholic institution,
located on a spacious campus in the c'M of Dayton, Ohio. Overall

size of the student body is approximately 11,000. Under-

graduate engineering programs involve 525 students in four

E. C. P. D.-accredited (Engineer's Council for Professional Develop-

ment) programs (Chemical, Civil, Electrica1, and Mechanical).

Graduate engineering programs are offered in seven areas, and

involve 300 students. A Dual Degree program, involving 50 students,

is in effect with Wilberforce University. This program allows

students to attend a liberal arts college for three years, and

an engineering school for two, and receive two degrees--one from

each program - -at the end of five years. A "late Entry" Bachelor's

in Engineering is offered by U. of Dayton at night and on Saturday

to persons without a denree, who are employed in an ennineerinn

environment. Seventy percent of students at the institution receive

some form of financial aid.
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Ill. On-Site Procedure.

The site visit schedule comprised two days of interviews with staff

and participants, visits to iroject activities, and inspection of

facilities and project records. Staff interviews included interaction

with the following: Carol Shaw, Project Director; Nancy Cook Cherry,

Psychological Consultant; Dr. Bernhard Schmidt, and Dr. Ronald

Servais, from the electrical and chemical engineering faculty;
three other faculty members involved in teaching project courses;

Brother Joseph Stander, Vice President for Academic Affairs and

Provost; and Dr. Herman Torge, Project Evaluator. The site

visitors were escorted through the majority of areas used by students,

and visited chemical and electrical engineering classes. In addition,

the team spent about five hours meeting with students in the prooram,

both as a group and individually. All student records and correspondence

were made available.

IV. Process Evaluation

In this section, the discussion is addressed to two primary issues-

the integration of the project into current activities at the university,

and the degree to which the program has been carried out according to

its proposed plan. The first of these--institutional responsiveness- -

is the factor most relevant to the likelihood for continuation of

the project in the absence of N.S.F. funding.

Integration into ongoing programs is a strong point at U. of Dayton.

The program is similar to others run by the institution, such as its

"Late Entry" Bachelor of Engineering, and its retraining program

for chemists at Monsanto. The Electrical and Chemical Engineering

Departments support the program strongly, but Mechanical Engineering

chose not to participate. In an effort to pr,,vide a supportive

environment for project participants, the group haslbeen effectively

removed from the normal administrative procedures students must

cope with, as well as from other students in the same academic

programs. Students do not register with others, for instance, and

have little contact with fellow students, since virtually all

class experience is within-project. They have been given greater

than normal help with outside-project problems such as housing and

part-time job search. The school has an active Women in Engineering

Program, so that these "exceptions" are not as far from normal

practice as they might be at an institution without them. On the

whole, incorporation into existing procedures is considerable.

The degree of incorporation into existing'procedures is due,

primarily, to the apparent match between_normal university policy

and project objectives. The commitment by the University to other

programs for students with special needs due to age or previous ex

periences is evidence for this The result is that faculty prominent

in the school are heavily involved in the project; quality of the

students in the program is high; and, at the half-way point, there
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seems a strong possibility for a majority of the students who entered

finishing the program. Physical facilities for the program are ex-

cellent, both from the standpoint of availability to students and
overall maintenance. Most are centrally located, and the students

have free use for study and group activities of a large area
in the same building as classrooms.

In the following material is presented a description of the project
as it is being carried out, with respect to its educational, non-
educational, and management aspects. The educational component of
the program has included substantial technical material (30 semester
hours for each sub-group), and a considerable amount of motivational
and diagnostic activity. These latter activities have included
monthly meetings on topics relating to personal effectiveness, such
as study skills and ways out of depression, and a one-week program
for motivation and needs assessment presented at the beginning of
the program. Fall activities will include a "Job Fair" in which
employers of chemical and electrical engineers will spend two
intensive days on campus presenting career information and inter-
viewing students in the program for permanent jobs, and a career
education course (for one hour credit) designed to increase self-
presentation and decision-making skills.

The content of the academic portion for the two tracks apparently
reflects the experience in continuing education and the considered
judgment of senior faculty regarding the irreducible core of the two

programs. Course content is documented in Preliminary Report Two, from

U. of Dayton to the Foundation. Courses include several newly-developed

for this program, as well as several used in other programs for non-
traditional students.

Several means of instructional delivery are used in the project.
The chemical engineering track students are expose' primarily to
standard lecture methods; while the electrical engineering program
students are using primarily modular, self-paced units. Both groups,

however, have some experience with both modes. The academic portion

of the program has been consistently scheduled for the morning,
so that those who wish may work on a part-time basis. Project

participants are, for the most part, isolated from other students

in their areas.

Publicity for the program included direct mailings of a detailed
brochure to lists of alumni with appropriate degrees from 74 mid-west

universities, mailings to 1561 employers of technical personnel,
and articles sent to tedillical journals and newsletters, the public

press, and television. Over 18,000 brochures were distributed.

The brochure for the program presents complete information about

the program in an attractive and easy-to-read format. Lag time

Ur:
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in obtaining mailing lists from colleges created problems, in that
several participants were accepted as late as December. The lag
also resulted:in some persons who were interested in the program
not applying, due to prior commitments (teaching contracts, for .

example)Ithat earlier recruitment programs might have prevented.'
The recruiting effort, supplemented by intensive telephone and personal
interviewing with undecided candidates, resulted in a group of 31
participants--13 in the chemical track, and 18 in the electrical.

Participant selection procedures are ci strong point in the project.

The final selection of applicants was made by a review committee
consisting of the chairmen of the chemical and electrical engineering
departments, and the project director. Each committee member in-
dividually assessed the applicants, using a rating scheme, with
respect to several aspects of the candidates. These ratings were
combined; disagreements in rankings among the individual committee
members were discussed, and a final selection was made.

Evaluation procedures include,both formative and sun native (end of

program) activities. Dr. Torge, in coordination with Professor
Shaw, has implemented these procedures. The evaluation effort
includes monitoring of the students' academic progress by means of
grades in the courses taught, monitoring of the students' perceptioRs
of the program through'the administration of project-developed_
questionnaire measures, and in-depth interviews with the fudersfs

at the half-way point. Curriculum content, counseling procedures,
and project activities have shown adaptability to students' needs,
as determined by these formative evaluation procedures. For

example, when it was determined that virtually all students wished
to earn a second degree, the courses offered were modified so as to

-make this possible within the context of the program. Summative

evaluation is, however, not yet set. There is a reluctance to use a

post-text, such as the G. R. E. or the E. I. T. to compare this

group of students with a control group of current seniors. Some

consideration is being given to an item analysis of performance
on quiz questions given to both this group and current seniors.

Participant counseling on a formal and informal basis appears to be

a continuing process. The time lag for receipt of mailing lists
described above resulted in several participants coming to the
program with little preparation, with respect to means of support

or place to live. The project director accepted, in some cases,
the major responsibility for these aspects. In addition, the

University has supplemented the project-offered funds for courses
with scholarships of varying awunts to three participants. Cooper-

ation with local employers, especially Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, has resulted in placement of several students in part-time

jobs. The portion of counseling and placement anticipated in the
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proposal included the initial motivational and diagnOstic week,

a career education course planned for the fall, the Job Fair

described above, and use of the University's placement service.

The management of the project has resulteq0n clear delineation

of responsthilities and virtually exact adherance to the schedule

proposed in the application for funds. Academic decisions are made

by the faculty in the electrical and chemical engineering depart-

ments; evaluation procedures are directed by Professor Shaw and

Dr. Torge, from the School of Education at the university; and

4 career counseling and placement are the responsibility of Ms.

Cherry and Professor Shaw. Frequent meetings of project staff have

been used to keep the project on target, and encourage good communica-

tion among the leaders of the various elements. Other university

resources, such as the placement office, are also involved in the

project where appropriate. Interviews with a wide variety of

officials indicate a high degree of enthusiasm for the project,

its participants, and the quality of its direction.

Examination of student records indicates that the group is well-

prepared and of high quality academically. Of the 13 original

chemical track students, 6 have M.S. degrees, 6 have prior teaching

experience, and 10 have had experience in a science-related job. Two

are Afro-American. The mean age is 32 years, the modal age is 25,

and the range from 24 to 47 years. The 18 iriqinal electrical

track stivents are, on the whole, younger than the chemical track.

Four of tiis group had M.S. degrees, six have prior teaching ex-

perience, and two-thirds have been employed in a technical job.

The mean and model age is 25 years, with a range of 23 to 30 years.

Many of this group have training in computer programming. 12 of

the participants are currently married, and seven have children

at home. Four ,f the twelve are separated from their husbands.

Fifteen of the original group came from Ohio; the remainder from

New Mexico, Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, Maryland, Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Oregon, and Massachusetts. Four of the original group of

31 have left the program--one to take a good job opportunity, and

three to be with children (one of these had, unknown to project

management, a three-week-old baby). The four who left were all

from Dayton, and were all in the chemical track.

In group and individual interviews, the students expressed complaints

including the following: some thought they were promised part-time

jobs, which had not materialized; some felt the jobs that had been

found were make-work housing was considered low in quality and too

expensive; and many felt that the goal of the program should be a

degree.



In contrast to the ab ve comments, expressed by three or four

individuals, are the fforl.owing positive comments: the program

encourages older women who might otherwise not have courage for this

type effort; project has supportive, accessible professors who

encourage questions; the short semesters and immersion techniques

used are an advantage in learning new material; the large st.', room

is a help; the career planning aid is very strong; and, in general,

there are "a great many extras" in the program.

All students in the group were present for class on the day we

visited. The classroom ..7- nhere was attentive: Attendance at

the dinner and student mec the niglt before was high, as well.

All students expressed the determinatior to earn a second B.S.,

using the 30 hours offered in the program an institutional

requirement for the second B.S.) as base. Or the whole, the group

seemed very enthusiastic about the program and about their own

potential as a result of it

V. Outcome Evaluation

The participants' reaction 41 tne project is ....ry favorable, with

the ex:eptions noted above. It should be noted, as well, that many

of the students' ob.;_ctions stem from the short lead time for deciding

to participate in tne program, which caused problems with respect to

housing and part-time job support. The participants,as a group,

seem to lack clear career goals, a not-unexpected result, consigering

their sudden change to a new field. They can be expected to gain

in this area as a result of their fall experiences in the JCJD Fair

and tne career education course. Academic performance has been

good for this group. Grades for courses taken up to now are quite

high--:'s and B's, for the most part. Three of the students have

takes the regular course in Physical Chemistry and received the :.nree

top grades (of seven).

Faculty perceptions of the program seem very positive. The five with

whom we spoke all expressed the conviction that this group of

students is exceedingly well-qualified. Indeed, the comment was

made that many of the women were qualified for graduate school without

benefit of the program, but seemed to be unaware of this fact due

to lack of confidence.

The institution has, as a result of the program, reduced the number

of credit hours at U. of Dayton, required for a second degree, from

45 to 30, the number offered in the project. Courses developed for

this project will find use in other programs at the university;

these have been docnmented as to objectives, content, and are ready

for other use.
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Continuation of the "Fast-Traci." for women has not yet been seriously

considered, so far as alternate sources of funding are concerned.

Faculty are already considering incentives for attracting participants,

however, and are considering mak:ng the program a degree-granting

one, if it is run again. There seems to be excellent potential

for continuation, even in the absence of N.S.F. funds. The institution

has a strong women-in-engineering program. It has, in general, a

willingness and flexibility to meet student nec '1s, as evidenced

by the "Late Entry" program described above, ano its "Metro-Center"

program for students over 22 years of age, who wish to attain a

college degree. These programs are designed to meet the needs of the

non-traditional student as well as to meet institutional needs for

growth and change. It is this dual match of student and institutional

needs that offers the promise of continuation of this program for

mature women.

An obvious impact of the program outside the university is on

employers in the Dayton area. Many of the students are employed part-

time in engineering-type jobs. It should not be overlooked that the

first women in such jobs have the potential for quite a favorable impact

on the progress of Affirmative Action programs. That is, when

women as well-valified as this group enter a job formerly held only

by men, and perform well, the task of women who follow is made much

easier. The high quality of this group should mean that such an effect

may be a result of their part-time employment during the program.

VI. Summary Reactions

The major positive aspects of the project include the following:

clearly-stated goals, education in career areas in which employment

demand is strong, excellent physical facilities, a philosophical

integration with other ongoing programs at this university, staffing

which includes influential members of the academic community at the

university, timely and flexible execution of proposed program

components, a strong career-education component, and excellent student

selection procedures.

Problems in the pgoram are relatively minor, and, for the most part,

seem to ,dm from the short time allo I by the grant process for

publicity and recruitment. There is a andency to over-use the

questionnaire technique, and to depend on statistical analyses of

such instruments to detect changes that such procedures (for reasons

discussed in tt.e next section) are not sensitive enough to measure.

Outcomes other than tnose intended include the determination of a

majorizy of participants to earn a second undergraduate degree, and

of many participants to lake the E. I. T. exam. The reduction of

institutional requirements for the groiting of the second undergraduate

degree is another side effect of the p-ogram.

:5,,
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Our reaction to the project is very favorable, for reasons detailed

above. The program offered seems an excellent opportunity for

women who have previously lacked a career impetus; and we believe

it should result in their placement in career-track positions, or in

graduate school, at its completion.

VII. Recommendations

For the visited project, we offer tbc following recommendations,

particularly in light of the potential for a second project.

1. In a second project, either: at least nine months to u year be

allowed for publicity and selection, with the understanding being

that part-time work and housing arrangemer are the responsibility

of participants, just as they are for oth students, or, sufficient

funds should be allowed in the project budget for assistance in

these areas. Timing of recruit). ;t should be such that what appears

to be a major market for such programs--the high school science or

math teacher--can be reached.

2. It would be desirable for students in the project to have the

opportunity for interaction with other students in their disciplines.

One of the important skills in a job setting is the ability to work

as a team member with other professionals. For the woman who is

late beginning a career, it is important to learn to relate to

individuals who may be younger than she, but who are, nevertheless,

on the same level as she. This process begins in the academic

setting, so that complete isolation of students from others is

some handicap in the preparation for future working experience.

3. Overuse of the questionnaire method has some drawbacks that should

be considered. For one thing, the oroup is small enough to he

treated as individuals, and the obscuring effect of analysis of

means is a barrier to effective communication. There is some indication

that students resent such frequent surveying, as well. Beyond this

public relations aspect, is the fact that the assumptions underlying

the use of statistical analysis of this data are not met, in such

a small group, so highly self-selected. Thus the validity of any

such analyses is open to serious question. Much use has been made

of an instrument entitled "Stress Test". The lack of sensitivity

and violation of statistical assumptions means that little or no

useful information can be gained from this unvalidated measure. There

exist validated instruments for the measurement of both situation-

specific stress, and general anxiety; but it is not clear why such

analysis is appropriate in this project. No provisions for

psychiatric counseling are made, nor are expected to be. If what

is wanted is, rather, an assessment of how students are reacting

to the program, for purposes of modification and improvement, tnen

the most effective means is to ask them, in semi structures' interviews

and through informal means.
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4. There exists an apparent reluctance to measure the primary

outcome variable defined in the proposal--the academic equivalence of

women who complete the program to current graduates in electrical

and chemical engineering, To do so seems quite important, since it

is just this type of objective evidence that could be used to convince

industry of the value ct graduates from this type program, whether

conducted for women or for others who wish to change career directions.

A test for which national norms exist would be the best alternative,

or, failing that, a test that both these individuals and current

seniors at U. of Dayton could take, The. E. I. T. exam is a

possibility; even though some areas covered in it are not studied

(or needed) by this group. Scores can be compared overall, and

without that class of scores which represent material unknown

to these women (areas selected before testing, of course). The

G. R. E. is also a possibility, if engineering scales exist. Least

desirable is item analysis of tests given these women, compared

to current Dayton students. The possibilities for bias in the latter

make such a procedure essentially useless. I strongly recommend

that a decision be made to do the appropriate testing. The care with

which the curriculum in the project has been defined, and the quality

of the students and the project execution, mean that rather convincing

evidence for the value of these type programs may he forthcoming.

And, of course, failing that, useful information for purposes of

modifying other years' efforts would certainly surface.

Recommendation for the Women in Science program generally have been

detailed in the report on the New York Polytechnic project. In

addition to those, we would add the recommendation that future N.S.F.

programs build in a strong career education and job search skills

learninrj component. It seems clear that for women in these age

brackets, with spotty job histories, the career facilitation

component is of great value in allowing the academic preparation and

promise to be realized.
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General Information

Site: George Mason University

Project Director: Dr. Natalia Meshkov

Focus: Energy-related Physics

Budget: $65,872
Expected Number of Participants: 25-30

Date of Visit: June 8, 1977

Evaluators: Frances, Lawrenz, Conrad Katzenmeyer and

M. Joan Callanan

II. Project Overview

The project at George Mason University provides a basic review of

undergraduate physics with a special emphasis on relating physics

to energy problems. Project participants are integrated in the

regular academic program to a considerable extent - many of the

students have concurrently enrolled in other courses.

The project is a two-semester sequence (Winter and Fall, 1977) with

the summer period designed for special projects and completion

of the previous semester's work. Specific project instructional

activities include an individualized (Keller plan) review course

with a 1 hour per week lab, and a 2 semester graduate course deal-

ing with energy problems. Additional courses are obtained from

regular offerings. The project also includes weekly seminars

alternating invited lectures on energy topics with counseling-

discussion sessions. A total of 24 students have participated,

either full or part-time and during the day or evening.

George Mason University is a public institution located in Fairfax,

Virginia, a suburb of Washington, D.C. It has a student body of

9000 enrolled in undergraduate and Master's degree programs.

Its enrollment has increased markedly in the past 10 years and it

continues to grow. Approximately 1/3 of the students are older

than the traditional college student. The Physics Department

currently offers both a BA and a BS degree in physics. It has a

staff of 10, 8 full time and 2 part time. In addition to

providing service courses for other disciplines at the University,

the Department has 36 students majoring in physics.

III. On-site Procedure

The three of us spent a full day the George Mason campus. We

met with the Project Director, the Physics Department Chairman and

several members of that Department, sixteen participants (both day

and evening students) and the Associate Vice-President for Academic

Affairs. All interviews and discussions were conducted with all

three of us attending. In addition, we toured the physics labora-

tories ar.d reviewed file materials on applicants and internships.

5z1
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We did not observe any instruction as there are no organized group

activities during the sumer.

IV. Process Evaluation

George Mason University has been very responsive to the Career
Facilitation Project. The project goals of retraining or updating

women's science skills provide a focus for George Mason's intense
interest in continuing education. This interest essentially paved

the way for the facilitation project. In order to encourage

continuing eddcation, the University has already established
administrative procedures for handling students who are not yet
committed to a specific program or who are admitted in a non-tradi-

tional fashion. Therefore, the women in this project could matricu-

late easily. In addition, the University facilitated the intro-
duction, approval and incorporation into the catelogue of the project

courses, easing any enrollment problems of the women in the project

and allowing them to obtain academic credit for project courses
as well as regular University offerings. With this emphasis on

continuing education, the student body consists of many older work-

ing students and the project women fit in well. They are not singled

out as belonging to a unique group except in their project courses.

Continuation of the program would be easy (and pleasing to George

Mason) from an institutional standpoint if the women could handle

the cost of tuiticn.

The project is also supported strongly by the Physics Department.

They are pleased to have more students in the Department and

to have the chance to develop and offer new courses. The

Department Chairman is enthusiastic and cooperated as much as

possible in providing ideal scheduling and staffing. However, due

to a University -wide space problem, the only space available to the

women aside from general student facilities is Dr_ Meshkov's small

office.

The educational program is sound. The students use various

learning methods, i.e., individual self-instruction, laboratory,

tutorials, lectures and seminars. The content of the project

courses appeared valid and relevant although there was not as

much emphasis on energy-related physics in the first semester as

expected. The women received a gencral review of physics through

the Keller plan and laboratory, a class on Physics of Environmental

and Technology, alternating weekly seminars on energy-related physics

and psychological/job procurement training, and specific instruction-

in other areas by selecting additional courses, e.g., economics,

mathematics. At the time of the visit there was no evidence of

individual, summer research projects although one participant

had arranged to spend some time working with a relative on a

problem related to air conditioning.
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One procedural difficulty with the educational program is that
since George Mason has no graduate program in physics the women can
not take graduate physics electives nor can they apply their
earned credits toward a graduate degree in physics. If they want

to continue their education after completing the project they will
have to either continue in physics at another school or switch to
another major, e.g., mathematics at George Mason.

The participants were generally pleased with the educational program
but the following comments may provide an indication of possible
areas for modification or improvement of the project. Many par-

ticipants felt that the Keller plan began at too high a level
and they would nave liked mere basic review first, perhaps in
a cohesive classroom lecture situation at the start of the program.
It is also taking much longer for the women to complete the Keller
plan review than expected. However, these difficulties may be
because many of the women do not have strong physics backgrounds.
The physics laboratory experiments were not integrated with the
Keller physics review and the students were not convinced of their

value to the instructional program. There were conflicting reports

on the usefulness of the psychological/job procurement sessions

but in general they seemed to provide support for those women who

needed it, Those who felt they didn't need hlep just didn't attend.
In cleaeral, the phy?ins seminar series was well received but they

were perhaps aimed a bit too high - the women mentioned feeling

lost. There was some difficulty with scheduling. The women felt

that the lab and courses should have been arranged so that they could

attend the maximum number of things in one day, e.g., schedule lab

immediately before the environmental class.

The project is administered well, and is running smoothly. Dr. Mesh-

kov did a good job of providing publicity for the program and in

selecting participants. The publicit, phase was carried out during

the first three months of the project. A program announcement

appeared in the Washington Post and in the Association fne women.
in Science Newsletter; there was a brief T.V. appearance A.nd four
thousand brochures and one hundred posters were distributed. The

applicants were selected by a three member committee using the
applicant's potential to successfully complete the program as the

main selection criterion. Several participants do not have d physics

background but this was due to a lack of physics applicants not

faulty selection.

The majority of the responsibilities for administering the project,

teaching, counseling and evaluation were handled by Dr. Meshkov.

However, Physics of environment and technology course and the non-

physics courses were taught by other instructors Although there

was no specific formalized plan for formative evaluation, Dr. Meshkov

was very responsive to and communicative with the students and was

therefore aware of any problems or difficulties in the program.
She often talked with the participants and held a general gripe

session after the first semester of classes.
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The project has at least another 7 months before job placement
becomes a real issue but Dr. Meshkov has already placed one student
in a part-time position and made contacts with several industries
who would be prospective employers. Apparently, placement will not

be a problem.

The project director is Dr. Natalia Meshkov. Her background is in

theoretical nuclear physics and she is actively involved in several
groups concerned about women in science. The project was Dr.
Meshkov's full time assignment and she is very involved with it.
She is interested and concerned about the participants on a per-

sonal level. In fact, one of the participant_ and her cnild were
living with Dr. Meshkov until this summer. She is responsive to

the participants and makes every effort to continually restructure
or modify the project to fit their needs. She spent a good deal

of time and effort working through University channels to get her

project courses approved for credit and to facilitate participant

enrollment in other courses. She appears to be a very dynamic

person who is enthusiastic about the program and its potential.

The project staff consisted mainly of two other people, Jane

Flinn and Bill Lankford. Dr. Flinn made a unique contribution

to the project because of her unusual educational background: she

holds doctoral degrees in both physics and psychology. She,

along with seral guest speakers, ran group sessions every other

week. She seemed to prw.ide a good contrast to Dr. Meshkov in
that her concern for the participants was more detached and objective.

This allowed the participants to have discussions in an interested
but more neutral atmosphere without any pressure. Those participants

that attended the sessions found them useful. The least liked session

was one on assertiveness training while the favorite ones were on

locating jt,bs. Both of these topics were handled by guest speakers.

The other project staff member was Dr. Lankford who is an experi-

mental nuclear physicist with an interest in environmental physics.

He developed and taught the Physics of Energy and Environmental

Technology course. He mentioned that it was difficult to prepare
adequately for this course given his already heavy instructional

load. However, he did enjoy the class and was impressed by the

motivation of the participants. He was flexible in the course

presentation and was willing to go back over basic areas if the

women couldn't follow his proposed content. He also was personally

interested and concerned about improving the balance of women in the

sciences.

Other persons involved with the project were the seminar presenters

and other college staff. The presenters were external experts who

did presentations of physics or psychological topics on alternating

weeks. In general the participants appeared to find the sessions

valuable. An additional outcome was the benefit obtained by the

University staff from attending the physics seminars. Other staff

helped Dr. Meshkov arrange seminars, plan laboratory experiments,

and complete administrative and clerical work.

61'
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Thirty-five participants were selected from 49 applicants. There

were three declinations, 2 withdraws, and 2 dropouts, leaving a total

of 24 participants. Seven participants had degrees in physics,

eight in mathematics, seven in chemistry, two in biology, and

four in other natural sciences. The dates of their degrees

ranged from 1951 to 1974 with the mode being 1969-71 (in keeping

with the post-war baby boom). Most of the participants are committed

to employment and are self-confident. They see the project as a

cost-effective way of getting themselves back into the job market.

They appeared to work hard and are enthusiastic about the program,

both for employment opportunities and because they were personally

concerned about energy usage. Many of the women were not primarily

physicists and as such were compelled to learn a good deal which

may or may not be useful in future careers. For instance,

a background in energy-related physics may not be useful for someone

in graduate school mathematics. They are inclined to be selective

about what project activities they attend and if they felt a

particular activity was not useful they would not attend, e.g.,

laboratory.

V. Outcome Evaluation

The participants reacted well to the project. The drawing cards in

oder were: 1. the free tuition; 2. the potential emphasis on job

placement; 3. the group "esnirit de corps"; and 4. the active recruit-

ment (feeling especially selected). The women appeared to gain a

good deal of knowledge about physics and the other topics they

selected but there was no specific job - related training. The

women seem anxious to enter the job market or to continue graduate

work. Although the project enhanced their self-images, the par-

ticipants were fairly self-confident of their ability before the

project began. They found the course work interesting and challenging.

One shortcoming with the extra selected topics courses was that while

the biology and mathematics departments were actively co,perative,

the chemistry department dragged its feet. This made it hard on the

chemists in the group. Interestingly, two of the women in this

project transferred to the American University program which is in

chemistry. Another difficulty was that since many courses are

sequential, starting in the Spring semester limited the number of

regular courses the participants could take. In summary, however,

the participants were positive about the project as a whole and

would recommend the program to others.

The physics faculty are pleased with the students and with the

addition of new courses to their department repertoire. The project

helped bolster the department by demonstrating new avenues for

increasing enrollments and in general providing a breath of fresh

air. Also, the faculty found the seminars personally interesting

and beneficial.

I,)
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The project is also affecting the University. Naturally the project

provided the institution with a good deal of valuable publicity.
This should help increase enrollments even more than the actual
increase caused by the participants. Since the state funding

allotments are based on enrollment figures, the University may
even gain financially as a result of the project.

VI. Summary of Reactions

In general the project appears very healthy and is running well.
In our opinion, he strongest aspect of the project is its integration
into the regular University program. The procedure allows the
women to take additional courses in areas they are interested in but
still provides a common basis from which to develop supportive
relationships. In addition, the women are able to compare them-
selves with other students not in their unique situation and gain
self-coafidence through the experience. Employers are familiar
with categorizing academically accredited courses and this may

facilitate employment. Finally, the project director and staff
are enthusiastic about the program and very responsive to the
participant's needs.

The negative aspect of the project is the lack of specific job
skill training in the first semester, especially as many of the
women were not and will not be in physics. The course work was
interesting to the students but seemed somewhat at cross purposes
because of their backgrounds. Also, the energy emphasis was not

strong in the first semester.

VII. Recommendations

The project seems to require few if any changes. The participants

and staff are enthusiastic and positive. The course work is appro-

priate and the women are job-oriented and self-confident. Some

changes we suggest include making the laboratory integrated with
the physics review, providing more basic background material be-
fore having the participants begin the Keller plan, ensuring the
proper level of difficulty for the physics seminar presentations,
improving scheduling, and encouraging summer research projects.

Because the women were so effectively integrated into the general
George Mason University environment, one possibility for NSF
program modification would be to merely provide tuition to
selected women to return to school, allowing them to select

various courses themselves. This would avoid the difficulties
encountered by the women of various backgrounds in this program.
One problem with providing tuition only would be the lack of the
psychological support provided by the group. While it is likely

that there would be some overlap in the courses pelected hy

6
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women and therefore some peer contact, the problem could be better

solved by providing a liaison person who would help with recruit-

ment and registration and be available to discuss problems. In

addition group meeting space for the women pursuing various dis-

ciplines could be provided. Anothce problem with the tuition

approach would be the lack of opportunity for review of basic

subjects. This might be handled through intensive review courses

in the summer before enrollment in regula- classes.



UNIVERSITY OF LOWELL

I. General Information

60.

Site: University of Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts
Project Directors: Dr. Rita Blattberg Blumstein & Dr. Joseph Salamone

Focus: Polymer Chemistry
Budget: $27,739
Expected Number of Participants: 10

Date of Visit: June 21-22, 1977

Evaluators: Evelyn Brzezinski, Frances Lawrenz

II. Project Overview

The purpose of the Career Facilitation Project at the University of Lowell

is to introduce women who possess the B.S. or M.S. in chemistry or chemical

engineering to the field of polymer science. Introduction to the polymer

science curriculum is based on coursework and experimental training in the

polymer laboratory. It is expected that upon completion of the NSF training.
program, participants will be able to find employment in the polymer field

or to enter a graduate polymer program.

The project is a four hours a day/two days a week, year-long program, with

the summer months devoted to optional individual research activities and/or

additional laboratory experience. During the regular academic year, Tuesdays

are devoted to laboratory activities and Thursdays are devoted to lectures

by faculty in the regular polymer science program. Although billed as a

four hour day, the labs are available all day Tuesday and Thursday so that

the women may spend extra time there. Most of the women do spend full days

on campus TueskL.ys and Thursdays.

The University of Lowell was officially created in July ;975 from the merger

of two state-sponsored institutions, Lowell Technological Institute and

Lowell State College. As a result of the merger, the previously separate
technical and liberal arts programs of each institution were joined into a

University system. Present enrollment is 5923 fulltime undergraduates, 2946

evening school students, 267 fulltime graduate students and 1010 part-time

graduate students. Doctoral degrees are offered by the Departments of

Chemistry and Physics.

The Department of Chemistry offers the following degrees:

B.S. (with and without American Chemical Society certification)

B.A. (with :rid without ACS certification)

M.S. in Chemistry
M.S. in Polymer Chemistry
Ph.D. in Chemistry
Ph.D. in Chemistry - Polymer Science Option
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In the annual report for 1975 -7b, the Chemistry Department chairman notes
there were 79 undergraduate students (including 17 who received their
degree--placing them second among New England colleges and in the top 10%
nationally in the number ot ACS graduates), 42 master's degree students
(including 7 who received their degree) and 14 Ph.D. students (3 who retelied
their degree) during that school year.

rhe number of graduate faculty in the chemistry department is 22, of whom

7 are listed as faculty in polymer science research. The faculty of the
polymer science program is recognized nationally and internationally for
their research efforts. Several of them are active in the Division of
Polymer Chemistry of the American Chemical Society and also serve on the
advisorN, boards of journals in the polymer titld. Because of the accomplish-
ment of the Polymer Science Program of the Department of Chemistry, the
university ot Lowell has targeted this as an area for future growth and
development, according to the initial proposal for funding in the Career
Facilitation Program.

Although the project offoraily has a co-directorship, Dr. Blumstein is
the major contributor. In the tollowing stctiorth, discussions of the project
director's activities reftr to Dr. Blumstern.

Ill. On-Site Procedures

the twit evaluators spent from approximately noon on Jone 21 until 4:00
on lone 22 visiting the University of Lowell program. The first day of the
visit was spent talking with the project director and Chemistry Department
chairman and reviewing files related to the prole,t and its participants.
Ihe following people were interviewed on the second day: all acne of the

participants, another member of the polymer StitAlte tatultt, the laboratory
instructor, the Ph.D. student who protided tutorials for some of the parti-
cipants, the Dean of the College of Pore and Applied Science, the Dean of

the Graduate school and the Assistant Dean 1.r (oncoming kducation. We

also toured the laboratory fat tittles on the ,c nil day of our visit.

IV. rot t ss Fva l list 1011

In terns ot content, the women in the NSF projc-t are :cot getting anything
radically different trom regular first year masters degree students in the
polymer chemistry program (with the exception ot some Ityltw of undergraduate

organic and physical chemistry). Thus, incorporation of the program into

existing department and college procednies would be rtlativelv easy. Depart-

ment dud college administrators seem very supportive of the concept of
recruit frig women who have a science background hack loco advanced training
programs, and there is every indication that such support will exist after

NSF funding.
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the project represents d new effort on the part of the University in that

tt is d part-time, yeai-long program offering no academic credit for a

selected number of participants. Mere is some question as to how it tan
he handled administratively after NSF funding. At present, it is officially

,onsidered part of the continuing education program of the University. As

the evaluators understand it, if the program were to continue as a continuing
education offering, it would have to operate as an open enrollment course.
It could'remain d no-credit program in that case. it could become part of

thr Graduate School, in which case entrance requirements (onid he maintained.
A.aciemi, redit would be received if it mere a regular graduate course. In

tither ldNU, parti,ipants would be expected to pay the regular tuition.

!he simplest solution would appear to be to integrate potential NSF partici-
idts into regular tourse offerings of the polymer science program. The

triwl kh to this approach would be, in all probability however, a loss of
the ..(uppottive, icon( ompetitive atmosphere prevalent among the current pdrti-
, 'pants and between the participants and faculty members.

All participants were enthusiastic about the amount of time faculty members
were available to them. It appeared that faculty treated the women at
least as well--if nut more supportively-- as their regular graduate students.
As noted previously, lab facilities (including research equipment not normally
used by studtnts) were available whenever the participants needed to use them.

Ihe program began with a month of, review in undergraduate otgani, and physical

chemistry. By the middle of November 1976, lectures specifically related to
pokrftf ti. lefoe were begun. Topics of the lecture units were "Introduttion
to the Plois1( al Chemistry of Macromolecules," "Polymerization Mechanisms
And Molecular Weight Distributions," "Introduction to NMR Spectroscopy of

lac romolvults" and "Introduction to the t rganic Chemist.y of Kit romole(ules."

rie(ause of tho.ir background, some of the participants needed additional
tutorial Assist,,n,e and this was provided all year. Laboratory sessions

were geared Around 11 groups of experiments. Atfording to the parti( 'pants,

it often happened that lab activities occurred before presentation in lecture
01 the theory underlying them. Although the theory Wdb covered eventually
so that they left the labs and lectures to be very related, the timing of the
two sets of activities- shoula he reviewed to see it a better fit could be

Achieved.

Miler activities whisk, seemed especially useful were tattle! workshops
(covering topits such as resume writing, interviewing, etc.) ,cmclocttd by

tart ot tilt Assoc lation of rechnical Professionals and visits to three
nearby industries heavily involved in polymer wort'. Fut mai counseling sessions

were attempted, but they did nut seem particulAtly vAluable. kathef, the

proje(t dire, for served in the counseling fun( tfon ou an intormll -stud

apparently very sne(essful--basis all year.
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Wile the proposal tor funding was written, it was stated that tests would

not be given to the participants. The project director soon realized,

however, that they would be necessary for two reasons: (1) the women

exhibited undue anxiety over the idea of test taking and the director

wanted to get them over chat and (2) in order to recommend participants

for graduate programs-or employment, she felt she needed a more objective

-------mesiire of their achievement. While the women still did exhibit some

nxiety about the tests, it was not thought by the evaluators to be

uncommonly high.

The project director began publicizing the project in local newspapers

and received so many applications from tl-it source that she did not need

to e'pand publicity even into nearby Boston. Although other forms of

publicity were used (TV announcement; brochures sent to libraries, junior

colleges, professional associations, women's associations), the newspaper

articles were by far the most successful effort.

All applicants were interviewed by the project director after they had

submitttd preliminary information about their academic background, reasons

for interest in the program, etc. Some of the director's first choices

declined entrance, so second choices were offered the opportunity to join

the program. That, in most cases, is the reason for having women with

undergraduate non-chemistry majors in the program. Grades on transcripts

of the participants ranged from slightly above average to straight As. With

one exception, all the women had science majors.

Eleven women began the program in the 1..311. Two of them dropped our in the

Winter because of financial pirelems. Two of the nine remaining participants

work fulltime but were able: to arrange their schedules so they could attend

labs and lectures. When asked whether they preferred, if funds were

available, to provide miiimal financial support to all participants or

full support to a reduced number of ..-tici:lants who could not otherwise

participate (or who were experiencint, nardship by trying to work as well as

participate), the oarticipants agreed they would vote for the latter option.

In terms of management, the project is very well run. Responsibilities are

delegated and the sche'iuie has been maintained. The director spends much

more than 20% of her time on the project (the amount for which she is

reimbursed by NSF) and should the project be refunded, her reimbursement

should be for substantially more time(perhaps 50%, even though this past

year she probably spent even more than that on the project). She is involved

in the project because of her commitment to affirmative action, and this

personal commitment is evident in her association with the pro;-3ct and

part cipants. She appears to be serving in a dual role for the participants- -

professional role mode] and counselor/friend--and doing both extremely well.

Obviously, the quality of the other staff to the polymer science program

is a great asset to this project; but in the evaluators' opinion, it is

Dr. Blumstein's willingness to give of herself--nersonaly and professionally- -

which has assured the success of t.ie NSI project at the University of Lowell.

=10



othet staft involved in the project are Drs. Watterson, Clough, A. Blu.4stein,

Pyun, Salamone and Hsu and Ph.D. candidate Bellantoni. The evaluators met

with Clough, Salamone, Hsu and Bellantoni. Fo, the mos: part, they seemed

committed to having the women experience success in the program and were

Quite willing to devote their time to see that they did. The participants

were especiaIly appre .bitive of Dr. Hsu and his willingnees to keep the

lat:oratory open beyo "official" lab sessions.

fhe nine continuing participants ranged in age from 1 1/2 years past her

ba,helot's deg,ee to 30 years past. Six of the nine had undergraduate

chemistry majors, one had biology, one zoology and one humanities (hut with

work experience in a science Held). Not counting the one participant

who had been out of school for30 years, the typical participant had been

out of school about eight years and they needed more review than had been

tealized at the beginning of the program. Several of them said they would

have profited from a review of study skills as well as a review of chemistry

at the beginning at the program.

All nine of the participants seemed enthusiastic about the program although

two of them had had a difficult year mastering the content and one of those

two thought she might have made a mistake in attempting to go back to school

.11..r being away so long. All of them exhibited a fair amount of confidence

in their nPw capability, however--a condition which, according to the project

director, was not present at the outset. Attendance at all activities was

high (except for the weekly seminar for regular graduate students, which the

NSF oaiticipants were invited to attend) and everyone seemed to be expending

more than enough of fort to keep up (although, because of background, some

were obviously able to go faster end further than others).

V. Out, auk. Eva I uat ion

Although the project was not over .'hen the evaiu .ors visited, a few

indicators of outcome were observed. The participants feel they have learned

quite a bit about polymer sciencb, although most of them do not ieel that

the program will succeed in preparing them for a specific job in the field.

Some of them feel the need to go on in graduate 5,1101 in order to compete

for higer level lobs in the field and it appears that three of the nine

will be in graduate school nex!-, Fall (two at the University of Lowell and

one at the University of VI; 'viand). Most of the othe-s will be looking for

employment (preferably part-time, for most of them) in the Lowell-Lawrence

area, but §peLific placement activities had not been undertaken at the time

.F7 of true site visit. While the faculty member who organized the field trips

to local industries viewed them as providing the participants with an

enhanced chance of securing employment at those industries, the participants

were not as confident of their usefulness in that particular area.

All viewed the program's schedule as a good one. Those women ' .o had been

at home full time but who wanted to return to work liked the gra, col transition

offered by a twr 0-,ys per week program. Those w.,men who worked appreciated

the ilexibili,v afforded by keeping the lab open attar lectures sG they could

pertorm experimeots ten. All in all, the schednl seemed to tst everyone's
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Not enough ot the faculty were Interviewed to really determine their

reaction to the program. The evaluators' impressions were, though, that

the greatest impact will be to show the faculty that there is a large market

for a program such as this one and that women who have been out of school

for a while can keep up and achieve success in pplymer science. Perhaps

that will encourage them to recruit more women into their regular graduate

program.

VI. Summary Reactions

Overall, the evaluators were very impressed with the Career Facilitation

Project at the University of Lowell. Negative aspects of tile program were

extremely minor in relatiol to the total program, and have been mentioned in

the body of this report. It is unlikely that the project could have succeeded

without the commitment ot its concept exhibited by the project director. Her

role as mediator between the participants and the faculty/university structure

was extremely important. The supportive environment--both between her and

the participants and among the participants themselves--was the thing

viewed by participants and evaluators alike as vital to the projectil, success.

This support was encouraged by a number of things: always being together

for labs atm lectures, having a physical space where they could work and

4-elax together, not competing for grades. it takes a particular (and for

the most part undefined) mix of environment and personalities to achieve

a s,Apportive climate like the one found in this program, but it is some'..h:ng

worth working for in all such projects.

VII. ke,ommendations

A tew recommendations for program improvement have been aoted throughout

the body of this report. They are restated here, along with Lwo new ones,

for the purpose of clarification.

1. Review the schedule of lab activities and lecture topics to make

sure they are as coordinated as possible. When it is impossible to cover

theory underlying lab activities before cLe lab e;-,perience, perhaps the lab

instinctor could provide a more formal introduction than he did this year.

2. In addition to a review of undergraduate organic and physical

chemistry, provide reviews of study skills, general chemistry and math

to the participants who feel they need it. This extra review could perhaps

be offered in the summer before official beginning of the program.

3. If at all possible, have the project ddhe> to the regular

university calendar (i.e., begin in September and end in August).

4. Plans for the placement of participants who want emplovmf.nt after

completion of the program should begin in the pro)t.tt yea! and May

requ.re more coordinated effort than is evident in the reli,nce on personal

,ntacts with employers in the area (though this should, of course, be

or.t united).
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Several retommendationo can be made to NSF based on the experience of
visiting the University of Lowell program.

!. Provide the option of paying tuition for those participants
who want to apply their NSF project experience to a graduate program.

2. (unsider refunding those projects which appear to be particularly
stweesstul in accomplishing their and NSF's objectives.

t ky



University of Notre Dame

I. General Information

Site University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana

7roject Director: Dr. Lloyd H. Ketchum, Jr.

Focus: Environmental Health Engineerina

Budget: $79,923
Expected Number of Participants: 48

Date of Visit: June 23-24, 1977

Evaluators: Evelyn Brzezinski, M. Joan Cailanan

II. Project Overview

67.

The NSF Career Facilitation project at the University of Notre Dame
is aimed at women holding bachelor's or master's degrees in bioloay,
chemistry, computer science, engineering, mathematics and related

areas of science. It is designed to update their training to a
level expected of current araduates in their degree fields and to
assist in development of skills necessary for each woman to enter and

successfully complete a graduate program in environmental health

engineering and science. Women completing the training are expected

to enter directl into graduate programs or employment.
*

The plan was to hav' four, 12-week, consecutive sessions for four

different groups or 12 participants. Thus, during the period

of January 1977 through April 1978, a total of 48 women would

participate in the program. Content of the program is provided

in a variety of modes: formal lectures by members of the envi-onmen-

tal health engineering faculty, seminars, tutoring by graduate .

assistants, mini-courses, audit of formal ,ourses, research
participation and independent study. The lecture_ and research are

neavily water and wastewater related, however, according to the
project director, the same techniques and skills are needed in
programs primarily concerned with air pollution control or solid
waste management The mini-courses are more general, with computer
programmina, differential equations arai statistics being some
of the ones offered during the first two training sessions.

The University of Notre Dame is a primarily residential Catholic
university located just north of South Bend, Indiana. It was

founded in 1842 and, while the Graduate School has always been open
to women, the undergraduate program was only (Jpened to female
students in the 1972-73 academic yeas in 1976-77, undergraduate
enrollment was approximately 6700 and graduate enrollment approximately

1800. The College of Engineering, in which the USI program is
housed, has had an enrollment averaging around 1200 in the past
several years.
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Bachelor of science, master of science and doctor of philosophy
degrees are offered in aerospace engineering, architecture,
chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering,
engineering science, mechanical engineering and metallurgical
engineering. Additional degrees conferred are the master of
science in environic design (offered by the Department of
Architecture) and the master of science in environmental health
englneering )offered by the Department of Civil Engineering).

The NSF program is a part of the environmental health engineering
unit of the Department of Civil Engineering. Civil Engineering

has eleven faculty members, of whom four are involved in
environmental health engineering. The Department has had considera-

ble experience in specialized training programs, having participated
in NSF's Undergraduate Research and Student Science Training
Programs, American Society of Civil-Engineering's Introduction
to Civil Engineering for Minority Students and the College of
Engineering's Introduction to Engineering (for hioh school women).

III. OnSite Procedures

The evaluators spent from approximately noon on June 23 until
2:00 on June 24 visiting the University of Notre Dame program.
On the first day of the visit, interviews were conducted with the
project director, Dean of the College of Engineering, Assistant
Dean of Research and Sponsored Programs in the College of Engineering,
another faculty member of the environmental health engineering
program, an NSF participant from the first training session
and six of the seven participants in the current session. Files

related to the project and participants were also reviewed.
In addition, one of the evaluators sat in on a faculty lecture
being presented to the participants. On the second day, the

following persons were interviewed: a third member of the environ-

mental health engineering faculty, the three graduate assistants
assigned to the NSF program, Chairman of the Department of Civil
Engineering, Director of the University's Placement Office and
all of the current participants in the program. Finally,

laboratory facilities of the Department of Civil Engineering were

toured.

iV. Process Evaluation

Institutionalization of a project such as the Career Facilitation
Program seems unlike?' at the University of Notre Dame. Continuing

education is not a primary mission of th,- university. and ne
existence of a multi-week, nor. - credit program during the academic

year is unique on campus. There is little indication currently

that the program will continue after NSF funding

In the firs? two ses.-,ions, the women arrived d d. t N Dame expecting

hype of educational content and ended up receiving another.
This is perhaps because of d typographical error in newspaper
publicity announcing the project as providing training in environ-

8 1
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mental health, science and engineering. The comma after the

word "health" is significant, and seems to account for the higher

than expected number of participants with a biology background.

In the flyer announcing the program which is sent to women ex-
pressing interest, one sentence at the bottom of the first

page says "fhe topics (of the lectures) will be water and waste-

water related, as will the entire proiect" but apnarently many

of the participants fail to note it. Most participants admit

they find the content interesting -- lust different from what

they had expected.

The faculty lectures are viewed positively, but some of the

other educational components have not lived up to expectations.

The cooperative research participation between NSF participants

and graduate assistants did not occur as planned in the first

session, and although plans for it were underway in the second

session, it had not begun when the site visit was made (about

three weeks into the session). Participants in both sessions

audited regular course offerings and this was viewed with mixed

feelings by the faculty durino the first session. On the one

hand, they thought the content the participants were receiving

added to their overall knowledge and so the auditing was a

good thing. On the other hand, they thought the women spent

SO much tire on the courses they were auditing that they didn't

ecough time for other project activities. An attempt to

re-Alve the conflict was made by limiting to one the number of

courses which second session participants could audit. The

-iii-courses received mixed reviews. Some believed they began

at too advanced a level. Another suggestion was that one mini-

cour,,e be run consecutively before beginning another one instead

of having two or three running concurrently. A third complaint

was that boas and other materials related to the mini-courses

were not available for purchase, only for loan. This, of course,

limited their long-term useulness to the participants. Finally,

as far as could be determined by the evaluators, the weekly

seminars which had been planned were riot occurring.

The project had much less success in attrditin.i Participants

than had been expected. In essence, all who applied and met the

minimum criterion of educational background were accepted into

the prooram. Numbers at both the first and second sessions

were below what had been planned (five and seven, respectively,

rather than twelve at each session) The commitment to the

overall project goal (of preparing women for entrance into

graduate env onriental health engineering programs) is less than

might be hoped on the part of some of the participants. Of

the five first-session participants, one womdn did enter nraduate

school (at Notre Dame), two were erolo/ed or in the process of

being employed, and the professional direLtion of the other two

unloown (although the first ,'',.ion oartic_ipant to whom we

;:lled believed th,. dt least e iwo hid (tided that

environmental health ennineerihq wi. hot ti field IN which

sne wanted to continue).

//I
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Publicity centered around advertisements in major metropolitan news-

papers, news releases sent to women's organizations, alumni associations

and other schools offering graduate proarams in environmental engi-

neering. Except for the newspapers, the publicity was ineffective.

With only a few exceptions, other universities failed to publicize the

Notre Dame program. A list of potential employers for session par-
ticipants was developed for placement purposes and the project
director said those organizations were also contacted about potential

participants. That, appGrentl,, was ineffective as well, since all

of the second session participants had read of the program in a

newspaper.

In the proposal submitted to NSF, it was noted that evaluation
procedures including ore- and post-participation measures would

be developed with the assistance of the University's Social Science

Training ale Research Laboratory. As far as the evaluators could

determine, that was not done. There is no formal evaluation procedure

developed to determine what the participants have learned. Process

evaluation for the program itself is mainly an-informal procedure based

on discussions among, variously, the participants themselves, partici-

pants and faculty, and participants and one of the graduate students.

During the last week of the first session, the women provided feed-

back to the project director concerning their reactions to the program,

suggestions for improving it, etc.

One of the suggestions they offered was that .o .elino be available.

As a response to that, a representative from PUIZue University's

College of Enaineering visited the second session twice to pro-

vide career counseling to the participants. She administered

two occupational preference instruments duri.g the first meeting

and tnen interpreted results during the second meoting. Reactions

to the counseling were mixed. It served a few of the participants'

needs but was repetitive for others. The evaluators' opinion was that

overall it was viewed as neither a great help nor an unwelcome burden.

The placement component seems a high point of the Notre Dame program.

The University's Placement Office has offered the full complement

of its services to the participants, even though they are short-

term, non-tuition paying members of the academic community. The

placement director has net with the participants on several occasions to

discuss resume writing, interviewing skills, etc. The participants

were very oratefol for his help and indicated they would like even more

assistance in this area. The first session woren participated in several

interviews vhile interviewers were making their regular campus visits,

and a job for one of the participants resulted from this. All in all,

the placement services and support to the project seem excellent.

The project director has seemed so concerned with :ecruiting partici-

pants for future sessions toat manibement of current sessions has

faltered. To add to the problem, he is directing the summer program

c-, vi!enY, lt the same tiLe es one of the Career

t,



Facilitation sessions is running, qecognizing the Problem, he has

asked one of the ocher at.ulty. et,}bers to tare over much of the day-

to-day operation of the Career l'atilitation -,ession. That faculty

member seems open to the concerns of the Participants and, it is
hoped, will be able to provide a closer tie between faculty and
participants than has been evioent it the past.

The three graduate assistants perform different roles for the

Participants. Two of them lave rather formal relationships with the
participants, aithouuh they do seem genuinely concerned about the
Quality of the experience tae participants are getting and appear
willing to respond to requests for more assistance. The third

graduate student has become the counselor and mediator between
participants and faculty in addition to her formal teacher/tutor

role. She nas also been called upon by the project director to assist

in recruitino future Participant% The proposal states that each (34'

the three graduate students will devote 20 hours per week to project

activities, but it appears that two of the students spend somewhat less

time tnan toi- and the third one ',bends substantially more.

The s(nedule of *acuity lectures has been followed ds planned.

Content Of ,.ini-courses has become wore flexible to better

fit toe of participants at east session as noted before,

resear(ti participation did not orcur during the first session

and had riot !:equn in tie second session at the time of the site

viit ialthoulh iildnS for it were underway).

in ;,roject dt Notre Dame riure formal with

and di mot 'roc' the narticiparits than do the Staff at the other

Career facill'Ation protect visite(' by the first evrtudtor With

tne exceptv,r 5f one graduate student, there did not appear to be any

persona! tie between participants cud Adif !here Lould be several

reasons for this impression: the part', ipants had rnly been at Notre

Jars for three weeks; a relatively short term experience such as this may

mitigate agair,t forming close ties, it Nay resilt from the personalities

of all persons involved in the projett. it may-simply be the style of

that dePartment at the University whatever the reason, it struck

the ealuators that. the participant, telt very touch alone (as a

group -- rapport within the group q00d) and unsure of themselves

and the program; and dould profit fro, a consi_ious effort by the

staff to develop a good group -- i e , staff and participants -- spirit.

The participants seered vet-, inters --ted in learnt!}' The likelihood

that flan of the would enter irw:ediatel, foto a grahrate prooram

in envirorrental ennineering seems ,11-ht. but brat lid not diminish their

willingness to expend effort to rid'Jer the ,(altent being offered to

them Whereas the first '-,Ssion part;, lbant: were aril quite ri:csnt

raduees, the r,-coni narti renrentell d more diverse

1T-0(4, P. ,t T'w; ,r i,t i ;,situ 1 bit of ,,upport to eich

4 ,,r j 14,t! t t-1 ,ttdr.t here

wher, arr, no* oAr I 1 IN I itat lona! en-

II 6
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vironment. They are not reticent about offering suggestions for
project improvement, and many of the suggestions we as evaluators

concur with. They will be noted in the Recommendations section

of this report.

V. Outcome Evaluation

Outcomes related to participants are hard to define because the
oarticipants with whom the evaluators had most contact had been in
the program only three weeks and, with one exception, the partici-

pants who had completed the training were h0 longer on campus.
Notwithstanding these complications, some impressions can be shared

about the overall impact of the project on the participants.

Reaction to the project would have to be classified as mixed.
There is some lingering disappointment in finding that the project

is more engineering-related than health-related. They express

some confusion over where the course of study is heading -- i.e.,

what the overall program direction is. They are often overwhelmed

at the amount of material they are given to master (this is

especially true of those women who have been out of school for some

time).

On the other hand, they are complimentary of the quality of the

faculty, especially as it is shown during lectures. They recognize

the tremendous assets of a-university such as Notre Dame and enjoy

being a part of the campus community. They welcome introduction

to potential employers through the Placement Service.

The success of the project in its effect on participants' clarifica-

tion of career goals is unknown. The opinion of the evaluators is

that participants who have been involved so far are there not so

much for goal clarification as for introduction to a new field --

curiosity more than decision making. While that may be an

appropriate reason for participating, it is likely to make the

project goal of preparing participants for graduate programs in

environmental health, engineering and science an unrealistic one.

While tlib project is undoubtedly having some impact on the partici-

pants, the same cannot be said of its effect on the faculty and

institution. Obviously, the faculty is affected by having to

deliver more lectures, interact with more students, etc. But in

terms of any lona-term effect, there seems little indication of

potential impact.

VI. Summary Reactions

The evaluators were troubled 'y this project because it seemed to

have the potential for providing valuable educational experiences,

Out the potential wasn't being realized to the extent that it minht.

'`)
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Failure to reach its potential were for reasons both within and

outside the realm of the project staff's responsibilities. The

failure to attract a sufficient number of applicants to allow se-

lectivity among participants is a major problem. It may be that the

project director did all he could to publicize the project and it

is simply the fact that Notre Dame is located away from a major

metropolitan area that accounts for the small number of applicants.

The fact that the program is a short-term intense one may dis-

courage applicants: they may not think the program lasts long enough

to warrant moving, yet it may be too long to allow an apartment back

home to go vacant, a lob to stay unfilled, a family to be left alone;

but it is so intense that there is no chance of commuting, as it might

be possible to do if the program lasted three days a week (for

example), as most of the participants were from the Chicago or

Indianapolis metropolitan areas.

Another major problem was in the amount of time the faculty were

able or willing to give to the participants. While it was the

evaluator's feeling that faculty would respond to participants'

requests for time, they did not offer it as a matter of course.

The faculty did not seem to take into account the fact that par-

ticipants in a program such as this may have important differences

from a regular graduate student and those differences may require

different approaches on their part. With some exceptions, they also

did not seem to be offering the support many of the women needed to

have a valuable experience. The whole attitude surrounding the

project ed to be "We're offering you the content -- it's up

to you to internalize it. That may be appropriate for a self

confident student who, because of recent graduation or involve-

ment in a nrofession, has kept on top of her academic field.

However, that type of person is probably already in graduate school.

The Career facilitation
project, supposedly, is aimed at another type

of student.

VII. Recommendations

Recommendations for project improvement are offered in the areas of

recruitment, content and management

Recruitment

1. In announcements explaining the pronram, what is meant by

environmental health science and engineering should be defined

more precisely. It should be pointed out more explicitly than is

done now that the content and techniques to he offered do relate

to a variety of contexts, but that emphasis is on water and waste-

water related topics.
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2. More attempts should be made to use the potential employers
identified for placement purposes as providers of participants.
The need for upgrading the skills of their employees--especially
female staff members--should be pointed out, and it should be
shown how this can be accomplished via the project. Perhaps

arrangements could b, worked out so that the NSF grant pays for a
participant's trainin1 and her employer pays for her living expenses.
It could be worked into an overall staff development program that most
large companies have anyway. Letters and other contacts with ind stry
would have to be couched in a "how this can help you" approach.

3. Participants should have their own copies of materials
related to coursework, especially workbooks and other consumable
materials.

4. A staff meeting with the graduate assistants should be held
before participants arrive, in which each participant's back-
ground (coursework and job experiences) is reviewed thoroughly.
Course content should be modified as appropriate. This must be

done early enough so that it is feasible to modify content and

teaching approaches.

5. If participants are to be allowed to audit just one regular
course, they should know that at the time they apply.

6. Additional field trips should be provided in the area so the

women can see what an environmental engineer does. Learning should

not be restricted to the classroom and laboratory.

7. Consideration should be given to allowing the women to complete

one mini-course before beginning another. Especially for the women

who hive been out of school for some time, it may be better to provide

new content in small, discrete steps.

8. The idea of involving Notre Dame counseling staff in the project
snould be explored so that, should participants desire more counsel-

ing, resources will be nearby.

Management

1. A faculty advisor should be assigned to each participant if it

is impossible for the project director to handle those responsibil-

ities for all the participants. The advisor should meet vith each

participant once every week or two. These meetings should allow

time for the participant to discuss content, program activities,
suggestions for program improvement, etc., as well as a time for

the faculty member to provide personal support to the participant.

3',
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2. If the one graduate assistant continues to perform the combined
teaching/counseling/recruiting roles, her reimbursement should be
increased commensurate with the time she is spending on the project

compared with the other graduate students.

3. Formal process evaluation procedures should be institutionalized,
so that the project director can have a more accurate idea of the

program component which are and aren't working. Also, contact

should be maintained with participants of past sessions, and their
feedback should be gathered on the adequacy of the training some
months (6?) after their involvement when, it is hoped, they are
making use of things learned during the training session.

Based on the experience of visiting the Career Facilitation project
at the University of Notre Dame, the only specific recommendation
for NSF is to explore the possibility of providing overall program
publicity in media which would be impossible for a single project

to use--e.g., popular magazine, Sunday newspaper supplements. It

is understood that Career Facilitation Projects are supported through

grants, rather than contracts, and therefore that NSF can provide only

limited control over the projects. Nonetheless, a more general

comment is that NSF should maintain as close a contact with projects

as possible, so that problems can be identified early and advice and

suggestions offered.
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Polytechnic Institute of New York

I. General Information

Site: Polytechnic Institute of New York, Brooklyn, New York

Project Director: Dr..Bernard J. Bulkin

Focus: Polymer Science and Engjneering

Budget: $59,424
Expected Number of Participants: 50

Date of Visit: Jul% 21-22, 1977

Evaluators: Esther Lee Burks, Conrad Katzenmeyer

II. Project. Overview.

The primary purpose of the project -is to prepare women to enter

either the Certification in Polymer Science Program, treM7A.

Program in Polymei- Science and Engineering,Nor the Ph.. Program

in Polymer
designed to assess he-effectiveness of the media) program

r Acience and £nnineering. In addition the Oroject activities .

t

offered, both with respect to participant achievement and participant

and faculty satisfaction with the program. The prOject designers also

seek to gain information about factors related to career achievement

for women in engineering, and to use experience in this program as

input to other programs for retraining chemists.

The project is funded for 21 month's, and uses faculty-created short

courses, commercial audio-tape workbook courses, regular Polytechnic

courses in the areas of chemistry and polymer science, to accomplish

its academic goals. In addition, seminars relating to careers in

polymer science and job search and placement assistance are provided.

Students may part kipate without charge in course-work related to

the goals of the program from March 1977 through fall semester 1977.

Polytechnic Institute of New York is a private institution, which

currently enrolls about 4500 students, mostly in engineering disciplines.

Science and humanities majors are offered as well. All graduate

courses are offered at night; undergraduate courses are offered

in the daytime. Polytechnic was begun as an all-male school, and

admitted its first women in the 1950's. The percentage of women

, remained quite low, howeyer, until recently, when a number of steps

were taken to emphasize the value of science and engineerio careers

for women. The majority of its graduate students work during the day,

and attend school at night.- As noted above, the Dean of the College

of Arts and Sciences is the project directdr Both the departments

of chemistry and chePacal engineering are involved in the project,

and in the Ocgree programs to which it is aimed.

III. -On-site Procedure.

The ;'_t visit, s(iwdule comprised a day and d half 01 interviews

with staff and participants, visits to protect a,tivities, and

inspection of facilitiesiand project rec9rds Interviews were held
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with the project director, Dean Bulkin, the project counselor,
Dr. Kramer, the Provost of the Institution, Dr. Conti, and two of
the faculty involved in teaching of courses in the project.
Participants were interviewed in small groups over a period of

approximately two hours. A career education seminar regarding
discrimination in salaries for women was observed, as well as the
conduct of two oral examinations over audio-tape workbook courses.
Student files were also reviewed.

The on-site was originally scheduled for July 14-15 but due co the
New Yorl. City blackout on July 13th, it was necessary to reschedule

a week later. This created some problems, as the 21st was the
project's last meeting of the term, attendance was less than it would
have been a week earlier, and most academic activities had been
completed prior to the 21st.

IV. Process Evcluation.

In this section, the discussion is addressed to two primary issues-
the integration of the project into current activities at the
institution, and the degree to which the project has been carried

out according to its proposed plan dill. objectivez,

The First of these -- institutional resoonsiveness--is the far or most
relevant to the likelihood fr- continuation of the project in the
absence of NSF funding. The prooram is, in several aspects, outside

regular institutional procedures. Academic credit is at the discretion

of tlx lirtnr; students do not go through regular registration
prok.edn-es and fee payment; e. students are not evaluated for
acadevit., performance in the same ways other students at Polytechnic

are. lire academic content of the program is, however, within

exist in departmental activities, since the integration of chemistry
and ,.heroical engineering which is at the heart of the project is not

a synthesis created especially fe, the proiec.. The project

objectives seem in no way in conflict with departing- or institutional

oblectiics. There has not been a concerted effort, however, to provide

career guidance to students generally, or to provide an ongoing

women's program, according to the Provost. Thus, the necessity to

attract women and to provide career guidance requires a special

star .-up cost for this .rant. In inst tutions where ongoing women's
prograis and career guidance activities exist, a program of this

tyue has existing institutional nets to link with, makirg continuation

of such a program somewhat more iikely. Staffing of the project

seems to have been carried out with the aim of integrating the project,

since faculty from both the engineering and chemistry units are

involved in tee :hind.

Facllity availability for the pronfam is, i qeneral, 'loud, since the

librari and the school itself are open at night, when project

articipants COM. No .omputer use is required in the program.

-le 1(10 of ar.,:es.-. lab facilities has been a problem, since much of

the e'PPilasis ii t..e audio-tapes k u ,trumentation. Students have

expre,sed a need to use some (' this instrumentation. An effort
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being made to allow women to take a lap course in the fall. No

study area or social headquarters for students was set aside.

All classes are held in a single building, wnich has parking

facilities nearby.

The following disc,ssion is directed to tne match of proposed

act with those being carried out. Educational and non-

educational components of the project are described, as well as

management, staffing, and participant characteristics.

The content of the program includes irutruction in calculus,

chemistry, thermodynamics, chemical engineeriag principles, and

instrumentation. Each student's program has been designed

individually, after consideratiol of her bac'ground. and in light

of the goals of the project whi,:h emphasize a polymer science

orientation. Participant records and personal interviews were

utilized to determine the level of mathematics and chemistry

remediation perceived as necessary by both the students and the

Project Director. Students come once or twice a week, depending

on the individual program.

A variety of learning methods is available to the students. Faculty-

created short lecture type courses, commercially available audi-tape

workbook modules, and standard Polytechnic courses are available

to th:., students free of charge. Progress in the audio tape courses

is ass' sec: by means of an oral examination, conducted by the

Project. Director. Such an experience,has been shown by educational

research to be an important part of PSI (Personalized System of

Instruction) programs and other Keller-type plans. The chance to

verbalize and interact with others about content areas is of considera-

ble value. Apparently no other means of evi,uation is used for these

'cour'ses. Evaluation in regular Polytechnic courses is through grades.

The short courses are on a pass-fail basis.

Publicity for the project did not generate the desired number of

students. Eligibility for the program was defined as a B.S. in

-hemistry or related field obtained between 1961 and 1975. Recruit-

ment procedures irJuded media coverage through press releases,

advertisements in publications such as Catalyst and New Engineer,

mailings to major chemical
companies in the New York area, and

direct mailings to graduates of City University of New York,

Brooklyn College, Rutgers, Barne7d, and New York University.

Project personnel believe that direct mailings to individuals was

the most effectil.e of the methods. The brochere used in the

mailings did not ela rate upon the nature of the careers ()den in

the polyme" Processing fieId to any great degree. This is an

emergino field, and women who have been out of the job market for

some tire may require more information in order to relate their

own backgrounds to this field. The result of the recruitment

process was a orrmp of ??, acceptable applicants,
:even of whom are

not U.S. cit izens, compared to a (loot of 50
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Participant selection procedures were essentially subjective, carried

out by the Project Director. So far as can be determined from

student records, the group members seem adequate to handle the content

of the program; and teaching faculty concur with this judgment. The

underemployment criterion described in tee proposal was met by the

students' own assessment of their need for career facilitation.

At the outset of the project, acceptel students were given the A. C. S.

test for mastery of chemistry. Performances range' from the lowest

percentile to the 66th percentile, a fact which prides evidence
that the selection procedure resulted in a group which is i3 need

of the remediation otfered.

Evaluation procedures proposed Included pre and post program adminis-

tration of the standardized exam of the American Chemical Society,

and administration of various psycnological inventories. 1n addition,

biographical data were to be obtained and analyzed, and satisfaction

o4 participants and faculty with the program was to be assessed.

The initial A. C. S. testing has taken place, as discussed above.

The Bern, Sex Role inventory was administered informally to 11 of

30 participants as an adjunct to a seminar talk on discrimination

salaries for women. Program satisfaction is being assessed through

nformi means. No biographical analysis has yet been obtained, nor

have more fo,nal psychological procedures been administered.

Post measures for the A. C. S. exam, administration of measures to

a control oroup of cur,sent Po:ytechnic seniors, and comparisons of

perfonance in graduate school for those women who go on to graduate

scnooi are planned for later in the program. Tracking of individual

, ingress has been a problem, due primarily to the

indiv'(Mlization in the program, and to the fact that workbook

(nurse' g-ed at home.

Project tuna.lenent has resulted in a number of outcomes. Assignment

of teaching responsibilities has included both engineerino and

ehemistr/ faculty. Scheduling of short courses has proceeded, in

general, smoothly, with only one or two conflicts, according to

faculty and students interviewed. The overall program s(hedule,

as outlined in the proposal, has slipped approximately six months,

due primarily to the recruiting difficulties experienced. Thus,

applicant assessment and testing took pace from January through

March, ratner than in October, as specified in the proposal.

Placement of students in graduate programs, and post-testing will take

place in Ueceliber rather than in May. The two seminar programs

on career-related topic. have also been moved back six months.

The slipp)qe in time does, not seen to hove affected the pronram

offered, however.

Staffing of the Proiect includes the project directol, a counseling

and evalvation ta,,k leader, and teach inn faulty The fact that the

dire_tor is Dean of Arts and Science:, means that red tape is

The ;,rolect director's enthusiasm and competence in

ar,?a of th Droject, as well a% his enthusiastic

rclationshi;)', with student., allow him to vA:ntain (lo,e contact
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with the project. The counseling and evaluation leader is d faculty
member with experience in teaching courses in the nsychology of
women, and is strongly supportive of its goals. We had no opportunity

to interview placement personnel from the institut'on, nor presenters

at the seminar. These latter included two women am academic

settings, and two from the oil industry. Two of the proposed

faculty participants--Drs. Anita Lewin, and Guiliana Tesora--were

unable to participate in the project.

The women in the program are a diverse group, ranging in age from 22
to 40. Slightly more than half of the participants are married.
Forty-five percent have children living at home. The majority have

obtained a B. S. or B. A. in chemistry. The remainder hold Bachelor's

degrees in related fields such as mathematics, biology, physics, or

engineering. Fourteen percent of the participants have some graduate

education. Twenty of the original 33 received their most recent
degree within five years of entering the project. Fifty-four percent

were unemployed at the time of application to the program. Job

experiences vary widely, and include positions as chemist, teacher,
engineer, nurse, and other non-technical employment The most

frequently stated reason for applying to the prooram was a partici-
pant's inabiliti to find a job, or to receive adequate pav in her

current lob. Thus the program is seen as a new career opportunity

by most dOpilCaDtS About malt LDE 30 stuaents still in the orourdm

will take a graduate course while in the program. Most frequently-

chosen is the course "Introduction to Polymer Materials." Seven

of the womer in the program are not U. S. citizens, and several

others are foreign-born, although now citizens. College lrades,

for the oroup, were nc:f.., a rule, high, nor are employment histories

impressie.

Thi,t, of the orininal 33 are considered active in the program.
['even were present for the final seminar of the first seminar

course. Several of the participants drive considerable distances
for toe program --one as much as three hours each way, twice a week.

Of the six lecture courses offered, all had from four to .-ven

students volunteer to attend, even though they were not , .!aired

to Dy than individually-scheduled program. The Oroup !wesent at

the closing seminar seer, enthusiastic d'uut their experiences in

tne project, and overall commitment of those we interviewed seems

high. One woman had it obtained her first professional let), with

the assistance of tne oroiect's staff. The following information

is not yet available: number of students who have completed all

assigne,4 coures; number of students who have completed all

assigned audio-tape courses; number of students who have completed

all courses volunteered for; number of students in courses for regular

undergraduate or graduate credit- estii.cdte of average number of hours

invested by participants in the ,rogram.

1
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College of St. Catherine

I. General information

Site: College of St. Catherine
Project Director: Sr. Vary Thompson

Focus: Chemistry
Budget: $30,350
Expected Number of Participants: 60

Date of Visit: July 18-19, 1977

Evaluators: Charles Bertram, Frances Lawrenz

II. Project Overview

The purpose of the project is to provide women who have previously

majored in chemistry or biochemistry with an opportunity to update

their knowledge of chemistry and instrumentation skills so that

they can return to or enter employment, primarily in an industrial

setting. The women first update their knowledge of theoretical
chemistry through individualized use of a series of audiotape-slide

presentations, and then refine this knowledge in the laboratory

through use of technical equipment. Although the work is completed

individually, there is ample opportunity for discussion of progress

with the chemistry department faculty. Career opportunities may be

explored with the placement office as well as the faculty. In

addition, participants may enroll in an assertiveness training

program and/or participate in seminars designed to inform them about

the eieroiho roles of women in industrial settings. Appendix A

is a list of seminar leaders.

According to the 1976-1978 catalog, the College of St. Catherine

"attempts Lo be open to innovat've and creative approaches in teaching

and in social living. It encouc.;jes students to consider a wide

choice of educational opportunitiez ano professional options without

undue attention to the more narrow expectations society tends to

impose on women."

The college has an enrollment of approximately 2,000 women, which

represents a 50 percent increase in enrollment during the past five

years. About 50 percent of ti.e women are enrolled in education and

another 20 percent in nursing. The remainder are in a variety of

fields of study, ranging from chemiAry to East Asian studies.

About ten percent of the enrollment 11- mace up of older women taking

courses through the Continuino Education Program. These women take

regular college courses, ihr.luding assertiveness training if they

wish, and appear to fit in well on the campus in a social sense.

Five persons serve on the chemistry department ticulty, although only

two were present at the time of the site visit. Ten courses are

required for a major in chemistry, including ad:dnced analytical

chemistry, two supporting cours in physics, dnd calculus 1 and II.

The college offers a Bacnelor (t Art; ih chemistry, based on

acceptable completion of 128 ..eme,ter hoArs and three interim courses
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Ill. On-Site Procedure

The information on which the evaluation is based was obtained through
interviews with selected individuals, inspe:Aion of participant
files, observation of instruments, equipment, and classrooms, and a
study of certain background materials such as college catalogs and
the NSF proposal. The site review beclan at approximately 2:00 p.m.

Monday with an irtertiew with Sister Thompson, followed by an orienta-
tion to the audiovisual 4iiipment and various instruments in the

analytical laboratory. The presiient of St. Catherine's was inter-
viewed for approximately one hour, beginning at 8:00 Tuesday.

That interview was terminated so that the evaluators could sit in on
an assertiveness train:no session conducted by Ms. Louise Osojnicki
Niniker from the coun%elino office. After about 40 minutes, the

evaluators returned the chemistry building for an interview of

some 30 minutes with one of the program Articipants. The final

discussion at St. Catherine's lasted until about 12:00 noon and
was with Sister Thompson and Sister Marquita Barnard, one of the chem-

istry faculty members. The evaluators exchanged impressions and
discussed the expected evaluation report during the return flight.

IV Process Evaluation

Generally, the institution has been quite responsive to the Women
in Science Career Facilitation Project Pie project was executed

efficiently and, with two exceptions, ran as planned. As indicated

later in this report, the exceptions were that the number of par-
ticipants Was fewer than expected and the protect was started later

than exT.,,-,?d.

The ,,e,,,ect it well into the academic program of the chemistry

departoAJ., d' ye]) as the total college setting. The chemistry

laboratory easily available at almost any time to project par-

ticipants, the audiovisual equipment is quite accessible and may
be taken hce as desired, and there is a small library of chemistry
textbooks and other literature available in a croup meetinn area.

The staff of the chemistry department is aoparentli quite willing
to assist toe pronram participants with an! activity desiuned to

help then reach career goals. As more program parti,..ipants are

recruited, each faculty person will advi!..e two returning women.

The services of the Continuing Education PrograN die also available

to them.

The ,...,Klectives of the Women in Science Career Facilit tior, Program

are quite con. ..e.:nt with the institutional ObleCtive( In fact,

the project might well be envisionea as one extension of the
institutional mission. Toe general thrust of the Colleoe of

St. Catherine is to denenstrate "basic respect for the itf .lectual,

-11I(1 ;,otntial of WOPt!h" and the 1.:omen io Science

Proiect onir one exemplary activity designed toward that end.
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The project is designed to provide a general uoaating in chemistry
and has a strong emphasis on the use of instruments. The content

includes slide-tape programs produced by Communication Skills
Corporation of Fairfield, Connecticut, which are used in Caamates.
A Caramate is a portable unit about the size of the body of an
overhead projector which uses carousel slide trays and cassette audia-

tapes. The tapes are keyed so that the slide tray can be advanced
when the visual and audio material has been sufficiently studied.

Students also complete written exercises and quizzes to reinforce

learning and provide a measure of relative progress. substantial

number of Caramate programs are available to the participants, and

the students may select from these according to their needs and

interests as agreed upon with their advisor. The project partici-

pants usually begin with Caramate slide-tapes which describe basic

principles of chemistry and then move on to programs which describe

proper use of instruments.

The instructional delivery system is essentially an individualized

approach. Each student progresses at her own rate through the
Caramate programs until her review if chemical theory is complete.

Then she is given individual problems in the chemistry labaratory.

These problem exercises have been previously tested with advanced

chemistry students at the college and are felt to be quite appro-

pf ;ale for the volect students. Can.:mat,: t,Ipe programs are used

to fdmilidrize the students with the instrument before actual

experirnentation benins. Conducting experiments with analytical

instruments reinforces and focuses the student's knowledge of the

theory behind the particular instrumentation while Providing

:wactl Al hawis on experience. Tuis experience is necessary sincE it

Can be transferred to the other perhaps more sophisticated equipment

usually found in industrial settings.

Observation' of the Caramia; programs by the evaluaturs, as well as

discussion with faculty, indicated that they are quite accurate, well

designe an:' very useful to the participants. The participant who

was interviey d f;-_,lc that the Caramate nronran.s are quite useful

as a review of Oemical concepts hut she di' n-i recomend using the

programs for initial teaching in :hemistry.

The most apparent weaknesses of the E,roje,_t A..uhcerned the advance

publicity far it and a related late start-up date. Sister Thompson

returned from a camoirin trip in Europe to flhd that the project had

been funded. Therefore, the eguirment w65n't ordered until November.

There was no publicity until January when the euulpnent became available,

since she didn't want applicants until the program was in place.

Announcements were sent to area newpapi-r,,. but since these were no

inquiries from the Minneapolis area, sate 6f them apparently failed

to carry the ad. As a reult, only three avi possibly four persons

enrolled for the project, rather than the expected -en, and they

began work durir,' the late spy in ;umer, rather than the

previous February as miff(



All the participants are required to be chemistry or biochemistry
majors and to have received their degree from two to fifteen years

ago. One possibility for the future is that the population be enlarged
to include persons other than chemistry majors, such as biology majors

who need a strong background in chemistry before attemptina employ-

ment.

Evaluation procedures are essentially informal, although progress through
the Careoate programs is based on successful completion of quizzes at
the end of each program. In addition, the frequency of use for the

Caramate programs is monitored through a checkout system operated
by Sister Thompson. The proposed forms that permit faculty members
and project participants to assess participant growth are not
currently being used but may be developed and put to use if
additional participants are recruited for the fall term. Of course,

another type of evaluation is the informal discussions among project
students and faculty, and among faculty and college administration.
The people at St. Cather'ne's will apparently determine if the project
is meeting their instructional goals and incorporate it as an ongoing

procedure if they feel that it does.

Another aspect of the project is the career placement ser'ice given

by various groups and individuals. Sister Thompson and other faculty

are quite well acquainted with chemists in the neighboring industries,

priv,afiy A7erirail Socicty mcctincs. She can advice

them concernnq job opportunities and contacts with an industry. The

program participant who was interviewed felt that the college's

i,lacement service is an additional benefit of the proj.:ct, since

she can put her credentials on file there and have a set available

within the Aate of Minnesota.

The participants may also attend the assertiveness training sessions

which are designed to help women learn to express themselves more

effectively with'n a social context. These are group training

sessions operated out of the counseling office fnr regular students,

as well as for those in Continuing Education or associated programs

who desire the training.

The project appears to be managed quite well. Once the project was

started, a schedule was adhered to, with the exception of the

publicity and late start problems. Those students available were

given services, and adequate records were maintained. The equipment

was maintained propel-1y and the project director was quite capable

of leading tee staff and students in any intellectual or academic

Pursuits. The style of manage-ent is collegial as opposed to
directive, and a sens_ of comron mission guides their various activities.

There will be five staff members serving in the chemistry dep,Artment

as of September 1977. The 6iairperson of the department is Sister

Mary Thompson who is , graduate in physical inorganic chemistry,

:;i"1 d Ph.D. ern thP -niverif/ of California. Berkeley, under

Professor Pobert Conni.A. Her doctoral disertltinh was pilL11,ned

as a Laurence Radiation Laboratory report and has been widely
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quoted in the literature of the field. She is a quite competent

professional chemist and the college administration is eTite
accessible to her.

Dr. Patricia Fish was not available for interview since she is on
sabbatical until the fall of 1977 Dr. Fish is a graduate of the

University of Florida in analytical chemstry and has been involved
in scienc? and science education over a 25-year period. As indicated

in the project proposal, she completed her college education, her
master's degree, and doctorate while married and bearing five children
and while her husband was completing first medicel school and then

internship and residency. A orief discussion was held with Sister

Marquita Barnard whe has an MS degree from Notre Dame University.
She is a person who has left a field of practicinn scientists
to teach a few years in the high scho...1 settin and has nob; returned

to college ranks. Mrs. Mary McLaughlin was a v in Boston with her

family at the time of the interview, but has an MS ,-!egree in bio-

chemistry from Boston University. She joined the department two

years ago, is a mother of six children, and has worked in educational

and industria! positions wherever situations permitted. Dr. William

D. Gleason is a newly employed f,culty member at the College of

St. Catherine. He has taught at Carleton College and has a Ph.D.

in ornanic chemistry fio the University of Minnesota, and an MS

in hinrhei:ostry from the Universit of ioaa. He is 31 years of

age and is e/:,ected to bring many innovative ideas to the chemistry

department. These five staff persons will assist with the Women
in Science Lareer racilitation Protr-t as 's warranted h! the increasvg

number of prticipafits.

Other staff associated with the ploieLt includes .arious presenters

in scheduled seminars and the director ut the assert:veness training

prograi. Sister aompson hat scheduled various people representing
industry to give seminars at various timet during the year, and the

program participant; will have an opportunity to participate in those

discussions.

At present, tnere are ow/ three imirtiLlnis it the protect. A

fourth person came once but never returned. the first participant

has six children, the youngest of which is eight years old. She

is taking courses through a local industry (3M) dnd has a pr_ious

level of training comparable to a 1.dster of science academic degree.

A second participant graduated in 1970 frog the University of

Minnesota and from high school in 1140. She has an MA in physical

chemistry and an additional MA in food science. She wants t get

into biochemistry. Her husband is a dentist and she has sev:A

children, two of whom are at home. the third participant, the one

who was interviewed. graduated froh college in 1961 and has completed

courses at UCLA. She is a Phi Beta Kappa, has -,tudied math, and

is a liberal arts graduate ifi cher.itry he is presently substitute

teaching in high school and t.. dLti in the league Uor'en Voters.

Her husband is a 3M chemist .
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A review of the files indicated that the participants have a few
characteristics in common, They all are white, Good students,
and have several children. Their grades are A's, 8's, and a new
C's, and they are interested in employment outside the home.

The participant who was interviewed indicated that she studies the
Caramates on a self determined schedule; she sets aside a period of
time each day to study the Caramates in her home. She is generally

quite well pleased with the materials. She would like to know

whether there is employment oppo.tunity before any further special-
ization in some field of chemistry is begun. She has previously

attenied three or four NSF summer institutes and was made aware of
the project through her husband who saw an article in the Chemical
and Engineering News publication. She doesn't tLink college credit

would be that valuable for her and suggested that if the goal were
to get women into industrial chemistry, the program might well be
affiliated with some graduate school. However, she feels that the

doctorate in chemistry is required for really meaningful involvement
in the industrial setting.

7. Outcome Evaluation

The evaluators feel that the project is having a quite positive
effect en those participants who have been recruitei into it.
However, the program at St. Latherine's is not so mucn designed
to clarify career coals as it is to point out opportunities which
may exist for immediate employment and provide a means of upgrading

skills so that employment can be obtained.

The staterTnt of the woman who was interviewed is apparently typical

of the project outcome. She says the project has pulled it all

together for me,' and that she would like to teach in high school

or junior college. She likes the flexibility of the program and
feels that it permits her to work her way back into a graduate

routine. She feels she would not have reviewed t' material on

her own. Her practical outlook is that industry is not now doing

much hiring in tree area, so there is no use picl.ing up additional

academic or skill training wh.ch will have little obvious payoff,

although she feels that persons who complete the Career Facilitation

Fruitt.1 at the College of ct. Catherine will be better able to cope

with industrial employmeot than recent college graduates because they

should have more experience and maturity. In general, the participant

is well pleased with the project, feels that it is helping her achieve

rareer goals, and is well worth her effort.

In summary. the reaction of the one interviewed was quite supportive

of the project, althounh she apparently already decided on career

geols prior to entry. Of course, as she attends sewinars and
finds other possible forms of employment, she may become interested

in sore aspect of industrial chemistry.
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The Caramate programs appear to be an excellent way of transmitting
knowledge concerning chemistry and chemical instrumentation. The

gain in knowledge as indicated by the quizzes associated with the
program should be considerable if the students learn to discipline
themselves and follow the advice of the college faculty.

As with many career orientation programs, the project seems to have
an interesting effect on the faculty. They are beginning to
prepare their own Caramate programs, by preparing audiotapes and
slides describiog their own special areas of expertise which can
be efficiently programmed for student use. Although a program

of this type might usually be expected to contribute to consciousness
raising, this faculty will probably not have an increase in
sensitivity to issues and conditions specific to women.

The project will impact on the institution by providing another
means whereby its general goals can be attained. The college president

feels that the institution will benefit primarily in four dif:erent

ways. The college should get favorable publicity for the program,
and the program should attract attention of faculty to individualized,
programmable techniques.of instruction. She feels that the project
will provide inservic2 training for the faculty and that a few
successful cohpletions by participants in the project will have
rensiderAhlP i»f1yence on Ail rollpge graduates She further fr:c.ls

that women wil3 co.9e to the seminars to talk about career opportunities

wit' be of help to all students at the college, and tnat they may
those discussions and lectures on tapes for larger distribution.

If the pro:ect is successful in att.dcting acWitiooal participants,

there will be some impact on neighboring indu,tries and community

groups. With favorable publicity, the community will generally
become sensitized to women's potential roles in industrial settings,

and industries which are secL.ing qualified women will have that

employment need met.

Tte evaluators feel that the project has excellent chances for

continuation. In fact, Sister Thompson indicated that, if 'Accessful,
the project wo,...d continue without any additional request for NSF

funding. The only local expenditures required to continue the project

woula' be for a few chemicals and for some faculty time, the latter

of which seers to be given free)/ for counseling and advisory purposes.

VI. Summary of Reactions

The most positive aspects of the aollen in '_-(.ience Career Facilitation

Project operated by the College of St. Catherine are a quite
effective use of instructional technology and provision o
an environment where women may find roles in society and work

acceptable to thEn,. The women should be able to integrate acquired

knowledge and slills with an increasing per(eption of changing
expectations and opportunities available to therL Thy college provides

an excellent environment for stud and Or0Up interaction aid .any
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acceptable role models are available to participants.

The negative aspect of the project are the recruitment procedures
and scheduli' used to initiate the project. Quite possibly,

a reason for a failure of recruitment procedures may be that there
are few women who are unemployed or underemployed chemistry
graduates living in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. However, a more

deliberate and scheduled publicity campaign should be put in action
before the September enrollment.

The evaluators' overall reaction to the project is quite positive.
With adequate numbers of participants, the project has considerable
potential and might well be replicated in numerous settings--in
large industrial settings as well as in colleges and universities.

VII. Recommendations

The recommendations concerning the project deal primarily with the

publicity and recruitment issues. Based on discussions, several
additional recruitment procedures are suggested. Project staff

should attempt to ,Jt a full-page feature story in local papers.
A human interest story pertaining to one of the participants, replete
with Photographs of her using sophisticate! instruments and
indicatinn her expected role in industry, should be of interest to the

readership of area newspapers. Articles should be placed in various
school papers such as alumni publications and notices might be placed

on library bulletin boards around the community. The use of university
extension bulletins was suggested as well as the internal news
media associated with local industries.

In general, the college acainistration and project staff were quite
positive concerning the manner in which NSF sts.ff had administered

the project. They felt that there was little interference from the
NSF staff, that the selection of successful projects was quite fair,

that the college generally benefited from NSF grants.

As for NSF, more consideration should be given to the timing of
solicitations and resulting announcements of award. If an award is

announce in September, a Project may not really get started until

mid-term or perhaps the F .end semester of the award year. Also,

NSF should offer more or .cation to project directors concerning
scheduling, preferably just following the time of project award.
and project directors should be encouraged to plan for a start-up
time of six months so that equipment can be ordered, supplies put
in place, and other initial activities planner. A second suggestion

for NSF is that a system of awards to industrial organizations, or
a consortia of industrial organizations and institutions of higher

education be considered as one means of reaching NSF program goals.



University of Texas, Austin

I. General Information

Site: University of Texas, Austin

Project Directors: N. B. Dale and A. G. Dale

Focus: Computer Science

Budget: $106,609
Expected Number of Participants: 20 - 30

Date of visit: June 23-24, 1977

Evaluators: Conrad Katzenmeyer and Alma Lantz

II. ProjeCt Overview

89.

The project "Computing Skills Augmentation for Women in the Natural

Sciences" provides an int.insive, basis computer skills program

that is intended to prEpare them for a job as a computer programmer

or to continue with graduate work in computer sciences. In addition,

the participants take refresher courses in their discipline areas

so that they can apply their computer skills to a specific content

area that they are already familiar with. The instruction runs for

a 12 month period. The refresher and computer course work is done

during the spring and fall semester while the summer session is

spe;-a. on special advanced topics in computing.

The Univers,ity of Texas at Austin is the main campus for the

University of Texas system. It has 32,535 undergraduates and

9,125 graduate students. It is extremely well endowed and has not

suffered the serious drops in enrollment that so many-other colleges

and universities have over the past 10 years. The Department of

Computer Sciences is,a separate entity, not part of the Mathematics

-Department as is often the case. It has 35 faculty members, 425

undergraduate majors and 164 graduate students.

III. On-Site Procedure.

We arrived in Austin on the evening of the 22nd. In the morning of

the 23rd we Attended a lect "re that was part of the special seminars

being offered in the summer session Then we talked with the two

Project Directors and 1,,ith the psychologi,t associated with the

project, Dr. Jean Chandy: Following there was a meeting with Dr. James

Vick of the Mathematics Department who ha_ had a number of the par-

ticipants in his classes. After lunch we met with the participants,

as a group, for approximately an hour and a half, followed by

discuss;on with the Graduate students and support staff attached

to the project, Next was a meeting with Dr. Raymond Yeh, Chairman

of the Computer Sciences Department. Dinner was with the Project

Directors. The next morning we reviewed project files and talked

by telephone with a member of the University of Texas staff involved

with women's programs on campus.
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IV. Process Evaluation.

The University of :Texa,) t Austin is a very large campus, and the

mission is traditional undergraduate education, with a strong

graduate prbgram. Although there are substantial number of students

on campus who do not fit the traditional mold of the 18 - 22 under-

graduate or the graduate student directly out of undergraduate study,

the campus asa wholer-mains committed to the traditional mission

and has substantial ffnancial.support from the state of Texas to do

this. On :he other hand, the Computer Science Department has a

clearly applied mission. , It has close connections with industry
and with government in the area, and sees part of its role as pro-

viding applied degrees. The Career Facilitation Project fits well

with the mission of the department, and could easily be tied into
the Master's degree program which has been developed by the department.

The only problem woulO/be the tuition requirement, which would have

to be paid by t1 4e46-ticipants. Otherwise, the match between the

project objectives and the overall departmental direction is

excellent.

The project is directed by an Associate Professor and a Lecturer

of the department. Alfred Dale is extremely active in d wide range

of computer concerns, particularly international computer science.

Nell Dale, who performs most of the project director functions, was

an instructor in-the department but could not be considered for a

permanent nosition because her husband was already part of tne

faculty. She has extensive experience in industry dS well as

academic computing. Both have been active in social science and

linguistic research. A number of other faculty and graduate

students have as ;o played substantial roles in the project.

ava?lable are excellen.i... The CoNputer !)(..lence otA)dyt-

reni., has Its own building with ample classroom and seminar spa,!.

There is edS/ d,,CeS!, to the University of leas coriputIng tenter.

A nir,F)er of courses have been prepared for this proLt. ine5e

include "Introduction to Compujng" in the first semest,- , and

"Omnibus Course" (covering four areas of computing) an "Programme

TechnIques' in the second secs stet. Special topics were laesehted

by a series of quest lecturers during the summer session Thee

courses hae included substantial hands-on computing experience

with computer ,iroblems regularly assigned. (tie overall level has

been sometinat less than would be e/petted in the undt-gliduate

CompAteltcience prohram, but ha`. l,een extreNelq f:,t paced and

rigorous for the tin available.

t at:r1,t liut Ulf; t ,mire, ,, , ,r 'Ley

t trio. Or 1,1( lir t, th.111'itt I 11 6101)6 tfrt , I f. a '0 t I !,

to be ort.,,,,,cir focused I hr .1 ,t

in the i r (Own ,
II, ; , , i , r <WI
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to these courses, as some participants saw this as irrelevant to the

computer experiences. However, the:, have performed well in the

outside courses, and the project directors are committed to the idea
that participants sho,ld have content as well as computing skills

to bring to potential positions.

Publicity for the project was handled primarily through direct
mailings from alumni and lists, with additional flyers and a

local television interview. The project directors decided to limit
the participation to those women in the immediate Austin area.
A total of 39 completed applications were received and 31 applicants
were interviewed by the project director, another computer science

staff member, and the psychologist. Each made -1 independent
assessment of the applicant on tne basis of the interview plus the
undergraduate and graduate record examination information available.
Good concensus was reached on the 3 point (yes, no, -,aybe) scale.
A total of 20 applicants were accepted, of which 18 agreed to

partiJpate. One participant dropped before the program started,

so the initial group was 17. To date, 4 others have dropped from
the program, although one of thc_e 'as chosen to take a position

with the Home Economics Department on campus and thus can be
cor-'dered a successful completion for the project.

Evaluation procedures have been of two varieties. Much of the

direct feedback about the progress of the project has been the

responsibility of the project director, Nell Dale; she has remained

in close contact with the participants, step by step. The number

of exercises and problems included in computer courses provides

an excellent source of evidence for the progress of the participants.

In addition, grades have been earned in both the computer courses and

the outside courses taken by participants. The other part of the

evaluation has been a set of attitudinal instruments that were
administered to the participants at the beginning of the project

and will again be administered at the end. These do not bear

directl, on the actual progress of the project, but are more of

a research character about women in science in general. An attempt

was made to secure additional external funding from the Hogg

Foundation to expand this activity, but that was unsuccessful due

to the small number of participants that a project of this nature

would encounter.

The instructional sequence of this project began with a seminar,

organized by Dr. Chandy, that included considerable information on

campus services available and discussion of the problems to be
encountered in returning to school and the work force. This also

provided the opportunity for the pre-administration of the attitude

instruments. Other than this, there has been no emphasis on counsel-

ing during the project, beyond the personal contact with the project

director. However, the participants voiced no particular interest
in additional counseling services, and in geaeral, appear to have

little need for these kinds of activities



Management of the project has been under the direction of Nell Dale,

and it has progressed as planned. There was a need to change the
summer activities from internal faculty members to external lecturers,

but otherwise there has been no substantial change from the plan.
All of the activities have moved on schedule although the demands on
the participants to keep pace has been substantial and at times

overwhelming.

The staff has functioned very well. Dr. Nell Dale has been very close

to the participants. They feel free to drop in and discuss problems

with her at any time. The other members of the staff, the faculty

members as well as the graduate students, are highly committed to
the project and have functioned exceedingly well. The level of

instruction has been very high, as well as the commitment to the

participant-7 There is an extremely low faculty to participant
ratio in this project, and each of the participants has received
substantial individual assistaPce by the project.

The participants are extremely well qualified. Of the 17 who beaan

the project, 12 were accepted as regular graduate students on

the basis of their credentials. They have, in general, very good

undergraduate grade point averages and high GRE scores. One

participant had a GRE total of over 1400. Almost all have strong

quantitative backgrounds. They are also relatively young in comparison
with some other Career Facilitation Projects - while there is a

range in age, most are in the late 20's or early 30's. Most are

married, and syne have relatively young children. They are extremely

committed to the prmjec.t desp'te the tremendous time demands that it

makes.

IV. Outcome Evaluation

Participants are eAremel enthusiastic about the project. lice/

see clear payoff for the effort expended, and believe that they

have gained a g-eat deal from it. There was some dissatisfaction

with having to spend the time reviewing courses in their content

areas, as there seemed t' be less payoff in this activity There

was also expressed a concern about the heavy workload that Is

expected of them. However, for the most part the project is

doing what they expected it would do, and believe that the

experience is dell worth the effort. They have obtained a basic

computer knowledge in a very brief period of time and have had the

opportunity to explore the general direction that they would hope to

take in the computing fie;d in the future.

Faculty have been very impressed by the participant', Whitt! mere

is range in he ftwJliti and motivdtion Lf the particti,int% th,/

have generally performed well. Most err ,eh e.

to do graduate work in cr,mputer
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The project has also had impact on the institution as a whole.

There have been discussions with the women studies group on
campus as a result of the project, and it is expected that there

may be more efforts in programming for women returning to school

due to the presence of this project at the University of Texas.

Although the participants have not reached the point of looking

for positions at this time, there is reason to believe that they

will be able to obtain positions in industry in the immediate

Austin area ::se to the connections that the department has with

those industries and the number of positions available. Approxi-

mately 50% of the participants will be seeking part-time positions,

at least at the outset.

VI. Summary of Reactions.

The project has been very successful. Participants are extremely

enthusiastic about the experience, and all evidence indicates

that they will be able to obtain work positions or enter graduate

school at the end of the project. The workload on the participants

is very heavy, but there seemed to be little choice but to have

it such given the nature of the computing field and the short amount

of time available for a project of this nature. The major problem

with this project is the heavy cost, in comparison to the small

number of participants who are actually included. Much of this

may have been due to the considerable amount of effort invested in

curriculum development projects, and could be changed by a larger

number of participants, and a lesser commitment to curriculum

development in future continuation.

The project appears to fit well into the general philosophy and

direction of the Computer Science Department and thus has a great

possibility of continuing in the future, and has had some spinoff

effects on the Austin campus, as well.

VII. Recommendations.

1. For the project the recommendation is that attempts be made to

lower the cost of the project per participant, by increasing the

number of people who are included in the program, and by cutting

down on the cost of the program activities. 4

2. In concert witn the first recommendation, the project should

consider the possioility of lowering its standards for admission,

to increase the number of potential participants, and to explore

whether the experience that the project provides could also be

done with women wno do not bring the extremely high credentials

that this group of participants did.



Washington State Unversitv

1. General Information

S;te: Washington State University, Pullman, Washington
Project Director: Dr. Calvin Long

Focus: Applied Mathematics
Budget: $57.267
Expected timber of Participants: 12-25

Date of Visit: September 19 and 20, 1977

Evaluators: Conrad Katzenmeyer, Frances Lawreoz

II. Project Overview
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The Mathematics Career Reentry for Women Project at Washington
State University (WSU) is designed to give women with one or two
years of graduate work in mathematics an intensive review of basic

mathematics ,]lowed by advanced work in applied mathematics and

computing. The project is divided into two parts: a late summer,
five week course devoted to an intensive review of core mathematics;
and an academic year of course work emphasizing applied mathematics.
The summer review course is to cover four topics; algebra, advanced
calculus, differential equations, and computer programming theory,
each taught by a separate instructor. The women spend their
mornings taking classes and their afternoons studying and working

on problems. The academic year component allows the women to
participate in regular course work and a special weekly seminar.
The course work, which follows the typical university pattern of
core courses and electives, is taken along with other WSU students
while the seminar is open only to the women in the program. The

seminar run by Dr. Lone will he a combination of heuristic pro-
blem solving discussions, lectures by visiting mathematicians

and ,:ounseling/nuidance.

WSU is a land-grant insttution located at Pullman In south-
eastern Washington with an enrollment of approximately 16,800

students. Pullman is located in the midst of rolling wneat
fields, and, except for the university, is essentially a small
farming community with few other sources of employment. WSU is

mainly residential with more than 70 percent of the students living

on or near campus. The university is divided into eight colleges
and A graduate school. The Graduate school has over 650 faculty

members and about 2000 students.

The Department of Pure and Applied Mathematics has 30 faculty
members and offers bachelor, master and doctoral degrees. Presently

there are 63 undergraduate mathematics majors and 42 graduate

students. Advanced degrees require specific amount of curt

mathematics courses in conjunction with relevant ele,.tive_,
may ue chosen from a variety of courses dealing with pure of dpplied

mathematics. The applied viathematics courses are nenerally the

result of an NSF supuorted Service-Oriented )ptions (SOO) project.

I IP)
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This project began in the Fall cf 1974 and its goal was to develop

alternatives to the present mathematics program which would produce

mathematical scientists with the background and perspectives needed

for productive collaboration with nonmathematicians in dealinn with

"real life" mathematical problems.

Ill. On-Site Procedure

The evaluators arrived in Pullman at about 2:30 p.m. September 19

and were met at the airport by Dr. Long. Discussion began immediately

and continued until 4 p.m. when the evaluators met with Drs. DeTemple

and !Gallaher who had taught two of the summer short courses. This

interview was followed by a brief tour of the building facilities,

e.g., the library and the computer terminals and then the evaluators

examined the project files. The evaluators dined with several of

the mathematics staff members at Dr. Long's home. Tuesday began

with a one and one half hour interview session with four of the

eight participants. This was followed by a visit with Dean B.

Roger Ray of the College of Sciences and Arts and lunch with all

of the project personnel. After lunch Dr. Millham, the short course

instructor for the computer science component, took the evaluators

on a tour of the computing facilities. A final look at the files,

an interview with the four remaining participants, and a final

discussion with Dr. Long concluded the site visit.

IV. Process Evaluation

The women in science project at WSU fits into the existing

university structures. Presently all but two of the women are

enrolled as regular graduate students. With the exception of

their weekly seminar, all the women will be taking regularly

scheduled classes along with the other students at WSU. The summer

short course review was conducted when the rest of the university

was not in session. The Career Reentry Project fits philosophica', y

at WSU because the university is interested in providing service to

the state and in producing employable students. This project will

enable WSU to aid the state by helping to fully utilize women

mathematicians. The university has demonstrated its support for

the project by providing almost ell of the women with at least half

time teaching assistantships. Also, each woman has a faculty advisor

in addition to the project director and her own office area in the

mathematics building which provides easy access to the library and

the computer facilities. The project dovetails with the mathematics

department's Aew thrust in applied mathematics (SOO proj-ct) be-

cause ths: women will be able to take some of these cour...1s. The

SOO project is designed for masters and doctoral students and the

women participants will be able to take a number of these courses

including the core curriculum requirements. In spite of these

complimentary aspects, the outlook for continuation of this project

is not good. This is mostly because Pullman offers little in terms

of a participant pool or in terms of industrial employment or intern-

ship opportunities. Almost anyone desiring to participate in the

01
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Project would have to move to Pullman and become a full time student.

The project at WSU is well managed. All of the activities are
proceeding on schedule and a clear line of responsibility has been
established. The only major problem was recruitment. This
difficulty led to some modifications of the proposed project but
activities are proceeding q the original time line. The recruit-
ment problem was not caused by any lack of effort by Dr. Long. He

has searched extensively to find qualified participants and induce
them to joining the project. He ran a comprehensive publicity program
which included a TV spot, a brochure sent to all alumni or interested
parties, notices in at least five newspapers, articles in several
of WSI.J's publications, and notices in the American Mathematical
Society and the American Association for the Advancement of Science

Publications. When Dr. Long realized that the key to obtaining
participants was stipend support, he spent a good deal of time
soliciting money for the women from numerous sources, not the
least of which was WSU itself. He managed to obtain a $4,000
grant from the Weyerhauser Foundation and teaching assistantships
for most of the participants.

Since there was difficulty finding applicants, the final grout, had
more varied and less extensive qualifications than expected. Sub-

sequently, the summer course and the academic year plans were modified.
The summer course on real and complex analysis was dropped, other
summer courses were simplified somewhat and more provision wac made for i,
independent work. Two faculty members, Luther and Lutz, were also
removed from the budget because of the limited number of participants
The academic year changed from the original plan of women with
master's degrees in pure mathematics takiig additional work in
applied mathematics to women with bachelor degrees taking master

,:rees with some emphasis on applied mathematics.

.re beginning the lipimer short course the 5i! participants (twj

more entered at the beginning of the academic year) completed
questionnaire which provided information on their backgrounds and
interests in athematics. From this information the project staff
designed the summer course vhich consisted of five weeks of morning
classes in algebra, calculus, and programming theory with the
afternoons free for problem sessions or independent work. The

classes were of the traditional lecture type with outside assignments.
Women who were already familiar with the course content or felt
unable to handle it pursued their studies independenti/ under the
guidance of the appropriate instructor.

Participation in the sumer course allowed the itr,tru(tm-,
becouP familiar with the academic backgro floak of the 010eh.

This facilitated the e:ect IOD of the Jpixopt Lite

courses, since each VIGMAO had in irMruct,ir I) on EJos

f
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woman is presently taking those courses that best fit her skills

and future plans. For.example, one woman is doing independent
computer study rather than taking core courses in mathematics
while another is taking some senior year level mathematics courses.
The majority of the women, however, are enrolled in the corn

courses for the masters degree program. It appears that most of the

women will complete a masters degree and therefore will be enrolled

at WSU for more than one year.

Because there is such a small group of participants, evaluation
has been completed effectively on an informal baSis. Dr. Long has

interviewed all Of the participants and will continue to talk with

them at the weekly seminars. This informal contact also allows for
counseling and advising services although each woman also has her

own advisor. In addition to these contacts, Dr. Julie Lutz,
an astronomer and the only woman on the mathematics faculty, has

talked with the women and has made it clecr that she is available
and willing to discuss any problems a p?,-ticipant may have. The

university's counseling ano Office of Women's Programs are also

available to the women. There is little evidence of iuo placement
efforts, but since most of the women will be there two years, this

would be premature.

The project staff members are qualified, committed and enthusiastic.
The project director, Dr. Long, has his Ph.D. from the University

of Oregon and is chairman of the Department. He is a "pure"

mathematician as are Drs. Kallaher and Delemple, but he has a strong
commitment to applied mathematics and is providing the leadership
necessary to encourage the rest of the department to move in this

direction. He is anxious for the project to be successful, is
accessible to the women, and has managed project activities well.

Drs. Kallaher and DeTemple are both competent mathematicians who
relate well to the women in addition to being good teachers. Dr.

Millham is a computer science specialist acid has worked to individualize

his instruction and to provide the women with practical experience.
Hopefully, the visiting mathematicians selected for the seminar will

provide the women with encouragement and good r-)le models.

The participants are highly motivated, self-confident women with

specific career goals. They are, in general, well-qualified;

all but two were accepted as regular graduate students and the other

two were admitted on probation. All but two are s° gle an] without

children. One woman is recently divorced with a sm,.11 child while

another is married with a child in high school They all are

anxious to learn and willing to work hard. if no course meets

their needs, they will study the topics independently. All appear

to be independent and there is little evidence of any strong espirit

de corps within the group at least to this point in time. All have

been previously employed and are using the project to transfer

careers. As such, they have definite ideas of what they want, and
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consequently they compel project personnel to meet these needs. Perhaps
as a consequence of their self-confident, independent natures, there
seems to be little need for counseling services.

V. Outcome Evaluation

Because the project has only lust begun, it is c'fficult to assess
final outcomes. The women are pleased with the project and staff.
They felt that the summer course was academically challenoina but
somewhat rushed. The women stressed that the instructors were
accessible and willing to adapt course work and provide extra help.
Participation in the project lks facilitated the clarification of
career qoals and has given several of the women a better under -
standi,1y of their potential in terms of their capabilitiesNanc
limitations. The women will experience a substantial increase in
their knowledge of pure and applied mathematics which will hope-
fully contribute to their employment opportunities.

On the other hand, it is problematic whether the participants will
actually be employable in an applied mathematics area after completing
this project. Several with strong computer skills should have no
problem; for the others the relevance of the project is less clear.
However, Washington State has had great success in placing masters
graduate in applie6 mathematics, so even though the goals and require-
ments of the mathematics department remain traditionally academic,
this project may well provide the entree to employment for these
wcmen.

Furthermore, the presence of the project will probably have some
effect on the mathematics faculty and WSU in general. Both will

become somewhat more aware of and hopefully more sensitive to
the needs of returning students and especially women. In considering
how this project best meets the needs of the state, other complimentary
needs will become apparent. For example, a potential spin-off from
this project may be an increase in the number of off campus course
offerings in an attempt to bring the school closer to the people
wno need it. The women themselves are a unique tyi : of student.
Their goals in returnino to school are very different than the
typical 22 year old mathematics graduate student. They are more
demanding but also more motivated and more industrious. Recognition
of these differences will help to alter the faculty and institutional
outlook, especially since the trend in education is towards these
less traditional students.

VI. Summary Reactions

The Mathematics Career Reent-y Project at WSU is sound and will
provide the women with a strong background in mathematics. The

major problem encountered was the small number of applicants which
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denied the prcject the chance to select the type of participant

initially envisioned. This necessitated modification of the project

which led to less emphasis on applied mathematics, a longer term

of study for the women, and an attempt to meet the individual needs

of the few participants that precluded operating the project as

originally envisioned. On the positive side, most of the women fit

well into the graduate program at WSU and are likely to complete

their master degrees. The small size of the project allows for

a good deal of personal contact and individualization of study.

All of the women seem to be getting what they want out of the project.

VII. Recommendations

There are three recommendations we wish to make to the project.

First, although the women appear self-assured, like all graduate

students and probably more than most, they will need reinforcement

and encouragement now and throughout their studies. Hopefully,

this will be an outgrowth of the weekly seminar. In addition, this

seminar should provide contact with appropriate role models so

that the women will become familiar with the demands and rewards

in their new careers. Secondly, every effort should be made to

facilitate enrollments in the applied mathematics courses. This

may pose somewhat of a proolem because of the number of cc ses

required in the masters program and the time involved in

teaching assistantships. Finally, the women should be provided

with job placement services near the end of their academic pursuits.

There are two changes recommended for the NSF Woman's Career

Facilitation Program. First, projects should be held near sources

of participants or there must be some assurance that expenses will

be provided for the women while they are away fJin home. It is

clear that obtaining qualified participants is more difficult than

was originally believed. A location, such as Pullman, is unrealistic.

Either a woman must make a major change in her professional and

personal life by moving to the project site or she must already

be in residence. In the case of WSU, the chances for support were

probably considered too risky in light of uncertain job prospects

at the completion of the project for those who would have to move to

Pullman, while the few already in residence had little motivation

to participate because there are no jobs in Pullman if they did

complete the project.

Second, projects must be required to be realistic about their

expectations regarding experience and capabilities of potential

participants. The WSU project was designed for women who already

have a Master's degree or extensive graduate work in Mathematics.

How many such women are there? And how many of those women would

need the Career Facilitation Program, given the fact that they are

obviously quite unique? Even if an adequate number of women could

have been found for WSU, is the pool large enough to justify a

continuing effort, or will the first project group essentially

exhaust all those who might realistically participate? To set

entrance expectations such as_this project did is an advantage to
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the department and University, as it requires minimal change on

their part. However, in lieu of strong evidence that such participants
can be obtained. the project should be expected to be appropriate

for a far broader range of potential patticipants.

Third, the program might benefit from a further clarification of

goals: Is it to be a skill updating program,or a career transfer
program? These two require different types of activities and
seem to attract different types of participants. While the pro-

gram can certainly encompass both, it would aid potential par-

ticipants if the nature of the p3rticulor project was more care-

fully defined.



Appendix A

Women in Science Career Facilitation Projects

Procedures for Site Visit and Format for Site Visit Report

I. General

A. Site

B. Project Director

C. Date

D. Evaluators

II. Project Overview

A. Brief statement of purpose

101.

B. Describe project (including duration, activities, content,

instructional method, etc.) 4

C. Describe institution (including location, enrollment, type

of student body, etc.)

D. Describe relevant department (including size of faculty,

number of majors, type of degrees ---mnfirmed, etc.)

III. On-Site Procedure

A. Schedule of activities.

B. Who was interviewed

C. Wiat was observed

D. Other, e.g., rev'ew of files

IV. Process Evali:ition

A. Institutional Responsiveness

1. Continuation possibilities

2. Incorporation into existing institution /department

procedures

3. Match of projptt 4jttm with d,-paltwnt/List.itutian

object
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4. Staffing

5. Facility availability (library, lab( story, computer, etc.)

** Possible Approaches to obtain information

a. Interview project director, other staff members,

administrative,officials or (perhaps) others

b. Observe general operations of project and fadlity

usage

B. Project ExecUtion

1. Educational Componen,

a. Content

b. Instructional delivery (teaching strategies and

scheduling)

2. Non-Educational Cornpenent

a. Publicity for the project

b. Participant selection procedures

c. Evaluation procedures

d. Participant Counseling and Placement

Management

a. Assignment of responsibilities

b. Adherence to schedule

** Possible Approaches to Obtain Information

a. Review of project proposal

b. Interviews with project director, staff, technical

advisors, and participants

c. Review of files

d. Observations of project (1( I iVitiOS and dse of

facilities (laboratories, study space, etc.)

10(.:



C. Staff (general description, commitment, enthusiasm, etr.)

1. Project director

2. Projer': staff (all those who played a continuing,

integral part in the project)

3. Other staff, e.g., presenters, placement personnel,

counselors.

** Possible approaches to obtain information

a. Observations of project activities and staff

b. Interviews with participant:, administrators, project

director and staff

D. Participants

1. General description of participants

2. Commitment - attendance, level of effort, self-initiated efforts

3. Enthusiasm

** Possible approaches to obtain information

a. Observations of participants

b. Interviews with Participants, project director and

staff

V. Outcome Evaluation

A. Participants

1. Reaction to proiect

2. Clarification of career nouls

3. Knowledge gain

4. Career preparation

B. Impact 0,1 ;Aculty

C. Impact on Institution

D. Impact on other institution,,, e.g., induAty, profeionol

.03
societies, women's uroup..,



** Possible approaches to obtain information

a. Observations of participants

b. Inte, views with participants, staff and other

(e.g., placement personnel, participating industries)

c. Review of participant outcome data

VI. Summary Reactiqm

A. What were the positive and negative aspects of the project?

B. What outcomes were observed in addition to those intended

by the project?

C. What was your overall reaction to the project?

VII. Recommendations

A What changes would you recommend for the protect visited?

B. What changes would you recommend for the NSF program?


